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Visualizing Where Major US Banks Have Invested in Fintech
https://www.cbinsights.com/blog/fintech-investments-top-us-banks/
6/13/2017
While investment activity dropped on a quarterly basis in Q1’17, four of the last five quarters have seen
over $1B invested into VC-backed US fintech startups. US banks and their venture arms have been active
investors in the private company fintech ecosystem. We used CB Insights data to visualize the fintech
investments of the top ten US banks by assets. Specifically, we looked at investment activity from 2012 –
2017 year-to-date.
Key takeaways
Since 2012, the top ten US banks by assets under management have participated in 72 rounds totaling
$3.6B to 56 fintech companies.
Ranked by the number of unique portfolio companies, the cohort’s three most active investors are Citi,
Goldman Sachs, and JP Morgan Chase — in that order. Citi (including Citi Ventures) participated in 29
rounds to 24 companies, Goldman Sachs in 30 rounds to 22 companies, and JP Morgan Chase in 14 rounds
to 13 companies. We also took a different view of these three firms using CB Insights’ Business Social
Graph and highlighted where all three co-invested:
Goldman Sachs is focusing on payments, investing in six companies in the space. Between 2012 and 2017
year-to-date, the firm participated in eight financing rounds totaling about $570M. Vietnam-based MoMo
operates a mobile wallet and offers branchless banking services for traditionally unbanked individuals and
has raised nearly $34M in two rounds with participation from Standard Chartered and Goldman
Sachs. Goldman was also the only one of the cohort to invest in real estate fintech companies,
namely Cadre and Better Mortgage.
All ten banks have blockchain investments. Eight of the ten became part of R3, a banking blockchain
consortium, although Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan Chase, and Morgan Stanley have since exited the
consortium.
Although the second largest bank by assets, Bank of America takes the sixth spot on this list, with only six
fintech companies in its portfolio. Additionally, Bank of America was the only member of this cohort to
invest in Bill.com, participating in the company’s $38M Series E. The payments processing platform is
valued at nearly $268M, having raised $123M in funding.
Kensho saw lots of overlapping interest, with six of the cohort investing in its $50M Series B, which valued
the company at $500M. Kensho applies data analytics and machine learning to financial research.
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Retailpocalypse: Bank branches are closing in droves
http://www.tearsheet.co/modern-banking-experience/bank-branches-are-closing-in-droves
6/13/2017
Branches are consolidating locations with lower servicing volume, opening in higher growth areas and
renovating existing branches and ATMs.
Some end up looking more like Apple Genius Bars than banks.
There may be no physical institution as historically revered as a bank. Community centers and trusted
destinations, the banks of our imaginations are cool and quiet spaces housed inside classical limestone
buildings. Ceilings are high, floors are marble; words echo. Behind bronze-framed windows, tellers take
money from trusting customers for safekeeping or direct them to comfortable chairs where they wait for
a personal banker.
Nice try. Banks these days are hardly elegant or imposing. Most have shrunk in size thanks to rising costs
of real estate, and many have disappeared entirely, according to data from the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation. Chase reduced its branch presence by 190 locations, a 3.4 percent decline, from 2012 to
2016. Wells Fargo closed 98 branches, a 1.6 percent decline in the same period. Its peers are even more
aggressive. Bank of America closed 243 branches (16 percent) in that period and Citi closed 302 (28.5
percent).
Branches are consolidating locations with lower servicing volume, opening in higher growth areas and
renovating existing branches and ATMs. More importantly, they’re evolving into more compact, digitally
oriented spaces that incorporate new technology and help branch employees focus on improving the
customer experience.
Some end up looking more like Apple Genius Bars than banks.
Citibank’s new digital branches, for example, each feature a workbench with computers where customers
can look at their finances with a personal banker at their side. Staffers, equipped with iPads, are available
on the floor. While the teller behind the window used to be the standard, it is now seen as an
inconvenience. This so-called “banking side-by-side,” however, is thought to be a luxury, and banks like
Citi want to make it the norm.
“We have personal bankers here, a manager, head tellers – we have everything a traditional branch has
but we’re serving [customers] in a more convenient way, and in a better way, really,” says Solymar Difo,
head teller at a Citi digital branch in Miami. “Behind the teller line, there wasn’t much we could do. … You
might tell them they have to wait for a personal banker, but then the personal banker is caught up opening
accounts or doing other things that this client here in front of you doesn’t have time to wait for.”
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Traditionally, the role of a branch teller has been a demanding one for such an entry level, frontline job.
Many tellers are often straight out of college. They must learn about the many different financial products
they sell, when to identify a sales opportunity that would require a personal banker and how to quickly
sell the idea to a customer to get them to that banker.
In digital branches, however, “there’s not a barrier between you and the client,” Difo says. “Instead of
directing them to see a personal banker or make a call [or] go online … I can do all three [myself]. I can
educate them, help them online, I can even make the phone call with them.”
While those in the banking industry feel there will always be brick-and-mortar branches, in large part
because the business of banking is grounded in trust, and in knowing the person with whom you’re
working, the move to digital technologies is expected to grow exponentially.
“Today, four out of every five monetary transactions are completed through our self-service channels, but
we still see meaningful opportunities for improvement,” Thasunda Duckett, JPMorgan Chase’s consumer
banking CEO, said at the company’s Investor Day in February. “Last year, we had over 400 million
transactions being completed through our tellers, 70 percent of which could have been done through our
self-service channel. So, in the year ahead, you’re going to continue to see us focus on migrating more of
these transactions to digital.”
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WorldRemit adds Android Pay as secure option for migrant remittances
http://www.reuters.com/article/us-money-transfers-worldremit-android-idUSKBN1940ZY
6/13/2017
Cross-border money transfer service WorldRemit is enabling its immigrant customer base to send money
home using Android Pay, making it the first international remittance firm to run on the Google payments
system, the company said on Tuesday.
Connecting with Android Pay will enable WorldRemit customers in developed markets like Europe or
North America to make instant international money transfers to reach the 112 million accounts available
via WorldRemit's network of payment channels.
London-based WorldRemit says it handles about three-quarters of mobile phone-based international
money transfers, a small but fast-growing segment of the global $575 billion worldwide remittance
market. Recipients using WorldRemit can up pick cash or deposit money in banks or mobile money
accounts or top up mobile accounts.
Android Pay is a secure way for smartphone users to store credit, debit or loyalty cards to make payments
online or in stores which Google has set up in about 15 of the world's most advanced markets since
launching it two years ago.
In effect, smartphone users where Android Pay is available will have a simple and secure way to make
money transfers to the 125 countries where WorldRemit operates.
"Our customers often complete money transfer transactions while talking to family or friends on
WhatsApp," WorldRemit Chief Executive Ismail Ahmed said in an interview last week at the MoneyConf
financial technology conference in Madrid. "Anything we can do to simplify that process is a big thing for
us."
Ahmed, a former United Nations development advisor from Somaliland, set up WorldRemit in 2010 and
has raised nearly $150 million in equity funding from venture firms including Accel and TCV and another
$45 million in debt financing.
Once Android Pay is set up, transfers can be done in five clicks via the WorldRemit service, the company
said. Using this route, customers no longer must re-enter credit card details or pass additional security
tests that can derail transactions.
The cost of transfers via Android Pay are in line with other credit or debit card processing fees it charges
- normally well under 5 percent - WorldRemit said.
WorldRemit makes money by charging basic handling fees and a small mark-up on foreign exchange rates,
which typically undercut rates charged by traditional, agent-based transfer firms like Western Union and
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MoneyGram.
Online payments firm PayPal began offering Android Pay to U.S. customers for domestic shopping or other
transactions in April, but has not expanded internationally.
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IOTA Trades Over $38 MN Within 24 Hours on Bitfinex
https://cointelegraph.com/news/iota-trades-over-38-mln-within-24-hours-on-bitfinex
6/14/2017
On Tuesday, Bitfinex listed IOTA on its platform, the first distributed ledger protocol that goes beyond
Blockchain through its core invention Tangle. Figures from the exchange on Wednesday morning indicate
that within 24 hours, its trade volume is over $38 MN.
The cryptocurrency for the Internet-of-Things, IOTA has just penetrated the top 10 of CoinMarketCap
causing a curl and sending some digital currencies running for cover. As of press time, its market value
was more than a record $1.6 balm
Market cap ranking
After one year, IOTA is now ranked sixth on CoinMarketCap. It has caused a lot of mayhem that has pushed
a couple of other currencies out of the top 10.
It is ranked ahead of Litecoin and privacy-centric Dash. The development has also resulted in Monero and
Bytecoin losing elite status. Now, Dash is occupying the eighth spot followed by Bitshares and Stratis, in
that order. The newcomer is making heads roll.
Community opinions
Cointelegraph solicited the opinions of community members over IOTA and it appears people are
optimistic about the technology and its future in the space. Those who commented were mainly from the
Bitcoin PowWow platform.
"Good idea but I think it could be hard for cheaper soon," Prince of Darkness contributed. "I will like to
invest in the idea since an idea of a Blockchain for IOT devices is pretty smart." But he acknowledged that
it could not go up 400 percent in one day of trading as it has been traded on Slack for a while.
"Good technology for long-term hold if they deliver on their promises," San Bel said.
On her part, Christine maintained Blockchain applied on ubiquitous computing (IOT) would translate
perfectly as a digital mesh for devices to hook onto. "Currently, the IOT is moving towards an existence as
a beeping, jangling, security risk, which is the opposite of the original vision of calm computing which the
IOT grew from," she indicated.
If you are looking for the most innovative industry today with new ideas and technology springing up on
a daily basis offering the public a myriad of choices, then it has to be the cryptocurrency and Blockchain
space.
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LendingTree Unveils New Home Valuation Feature
https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/2017/06/102029-lendingtree-unveils-new-home-valuationfeature/
6/14/2017
Online loan marketplace, LendingTree, announced
on Wednesday the launch of its new home valuation
feature within the My LendingTree platform.
LendingTree reports that the home valuation tool
leverages a proprietary home valuation model that
estimates home value by accessing third party data
and tracking it to visualize the user’s home value
data trends over time.
Nikul Patel, LendingTree’s Chief Product, and
Strategy Officer, stated:
“We’re continuing to evolve the My LendingTree
platform to bring consumers valuable information they need to make smarter financial decisions. Our
home valuation feature allows borrowers to see an estimate of their home value and untapped equity
that can be accessed for home improvement projects, debt consolidation, education costs and more.”
My LendingTree has already attracted more than 5 million users to its financial intelligence platform since
its launch in June 2014. Users with an existing mortgage balance notably have an average home value
of $310,000 and an average mortgage balance of roughly $178,000. This translates into
roughly $132,000 of untapped home equity on average. The platform also provides users with completely
free credit scores, an analysis of their credit report that highlights important changes, and grades for the
six primary factors that influence their score.
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Patch of Land expands debt facility with SF capital to $ 30 million
https://www.newswire.com/news/patch-of-land-expands-debt-facility-with-sf-capital-to-30-million19613940
6/14/2017
Online lending real estate marketplace Patch of Land has announced a $20 million increase in its debt
facility with SF Capital; total credit available from the debt facility is now $30 million; Patch of Land says
it plans to utilize the debt facility for funding loans on the platform; Patch of Land provides residential and
commercial real estate loans.
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FINRA Wants to Better Understand Fintech. Launches “Innovation
Outreach Initiative
https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/2017/06/102015-finra-wants-better-understand-fintech-launchesinnovation-outreach-initiative/
The Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) has created a new entity to help it better understand
Fintech innovation. Announced today, FINRA has created “Innovation Outreach Initiative” to “foster an
ongoing dialogue” with the securities as finance goes digital. FINRA says the initiative will build on recent
efforts within the regulator to focus on Fintech, such as the launch of a new Fintech webpage that
highlights emerging fintech topics and FINRA materials, including pieces on blockchain technology and
digital investment advice. The knowledge gathered through this new initiative will assist FINRA in
considering whether there are additional steps it should take to further facilitate Fintech innovations in
the securities industry – or perhaps regulate it further.
Robert Cook, FINRA President and CEO, said that FINRA has long been
engaged in discussions on Fintech with key industry stakeholders.
“The Innovation Outreach Initiative will enable us to better track fintech
developments across the rapidly changing industry environment to
support innovation in the industry while maintaining investor protection
and market integrity,” said Cook.
FINRA has also created a cross-departmental team led by its Office of
Emerging Regulatory Issues that is responsible for the initiative. FINRA says it is working closely with
industry participants to gain real-time intelligence on Fintech issues.
The new team will take the lead on many elements, including:
Creating a Fintech Industry Committee to facilitate a continuous discussion on fintech developments and
how FINRA’s rules and programs interact with technology innovations;
Conducting regional roundtables to provide a forum for market participants (including FINRA members
and non-members) to share thoughts, ideas and concerns regarding fintech topics;
Developing timely publications on fintech topics, such as the increased adoption of regulatory technology
applications and how this may impact the securities industry;
Enhancing FINRA’s existing internal processes to effectively communicate with the industry, including
training for staff responsible for coordinating with member firms on fintech issues; and
Increasing collaboration with other regulators, both domestically and internationally.
Cook is relatively new in his position and he has taken a more holistic approach in managing the securities
industry and the brokers that do business in the US. His outreach efforts have not gone unnoticed within
the securities industry. In years past, FINRA has earned a reputation for being averse to change and quick
to punish firms for infringements that, at times, appear to be quite minor. Crowdfund Insider has spoken
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to participants within the alternative finance industry that believe FINRA “does not get it,” when
discussing Fintech. Perhaps this newest initiative will lead a wave of change.
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Ant woos 3rd-party financial shops
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/bizchina/2017-06/15/content_29751325.htm
6/15/2017
Ant Financial Services Group announced on Wednesday that it will allow third-party financial institutions
to set up virtual shops through an indigenous app, another push to vie for supremacy in the country's
booming online financial sector.
Banks and mutual funds can now publish content and sell their own financial products in a newly unveiled
function, the "Fortune Account", via Ant Fortune, the wealth management app of Ant, according to Fan
Zhiming, president of the payment business unit at Ant Financial.
"The overarching goal of the platform is to allow financial services to directly reach end-users, and to form
an online community discussing wealth management options," he said.
Shanghai Pudong Development Bank Co Ltd, China Citic Bank Corp Ltd and Bosera Asset Management Co
Ltd are among the first 10 institutions to have such services go live. Ant did not disclose whether and how
it charges businesses commission fees.
According to Fan, the dashboard for Fortune Account owners would provide data analysis and customer
relations management tools using data technologies and artificial intelligence.
Sister app Alipay, which provides a wide variety of payments and other mobile services, also provides
access to such business, a strong indication that Ant wants to enhance customer loyalty through its
existing 450 million Alipay users, said Li Chao, a senior analyst at iResearch.
"Ant's ambition is to mimic a high-end private banking model, where customers place the majority, if not
all, of their assets in one channel because they can fulfill different financial tasks through a unified
platform," he said.
While many internet finance firms have launched, or expressed an intention to launch similar services,
Ant has an advantage thanks to its massive customer base, a comprehensive payment system, and the
consequent fame needed to win the trust of both partner institutions and end users, he said.
"In China, there is no entrenched culture of buying wealth management products, traditionally targeting
high net-worth investors and portfolio managers. Ant's idea of forging a virtual community also rides the
next trend of attracting and retaining younger generation customers, who are used to dealing with
financial matters online," said Ye Tan, a veteran financial commentator in China.
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MORGAN STANLEY: There's one company pulling ahead in blockchain
technology
http://www.businessinsider.in/MORGAN-STANLEY-Theres-one-company-pulling-ahead-in-blockchaintech/articleshow/59165606.cms
6/15/2017
Major Wall Street banks have been investing in blockchain technology for years now, but few products
have yet to reach the market. That's because we're still in a "proof of concept" phase, according to new
Morgan Stanley research published this week.
"Whilst Blockchain, or distributed ledger technology, has been around for many years, it has only really
begun to gain traction in the mainstream in the last 12 months," write analysts at the bank.
One company that's leading the way? BNY Mellon.
Morgan Stanley says the custody giant has created a parallel infrastructure using blockchain technology.
BDS360 (short for Broker Dealer Services 360) monitors the custodial bank's ledger simultaneously and
creates a second, redundant ledger that serves as a backup record. It's been up and running since March
2016.
Here's how it works:

It "provides a cost-effective way of adding extra layers of resiliency to the current platform," the bank said
in a note.
BSD360 is the closest thing to a market-ready product, says Morgan Stanley. All that's left is to roll out is
client-facing portions, which comes with its own set of challenges.
"There is still work to be done to figure out the specifics of client interface," says Morgan Stanley. "BNY
Mellon would also need to engage in regulatory dialogues, and establish necessary standards and
protocols. We think BNY Mellon is well positioned to take on those challenges, with ~85% market share
in the [bond] space."
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Since it's only internal, and merely duplicates the current settlement processes, it's not a cost-save move
by BNY Mellon. Rather, it's a cheap way to add another layer of resiliency, according to Morgan Stanley.
Other examples of blockchain experiments include the Australian Securities Exchange, Monetary
Authority of Singapore, and Ripple , a blockchain startup that wants to break SWIFT's stranglehold on
intra-bank messaging.
These proofs of concept are paving the way for cost-saving innovations, but there's still a long way to go.
"Adoption of some form of Blockchain technology by incumbents is likely," writes Morgan Stanley. "Given
the amount of collaboration required, we expect it could take several years to replace existing back office
functions."
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When fintech meets CRA: SoFi bank bid draws activists’ ire
https://www.americanbanker.com/news/when-fintech-meets-cra-sofi-bank-bid-draws-activists-ire
6/15/2017
SoFi has applied for an industrial loan company charter; American Banker discusses some of the
oppositions it faces in regards to community reinvestment and its target market focused on high income
earning millennials; SoFi has reported a number of initiatives focused on the community reinvestment
obligations from the charter; however Jesse Van Tol, chief operating officer at the National Community
Reinvestment Coalition, says, “What they’re proposing strikes me as very weak.”; the National Community
Reinvestment Coalition has some significant concerns with SoFi’s business model and has reported it will
oppose SoFi’s application in public comments due to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. on July 6; one
factor helping the bank’s application is capital; the firm says it will be capitalized with $166 million in cash
which American Banker says is a hefty sum for a new bank
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TCS Launches AI for SAP Operations
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/tcs-launches-ai-for-sap-operations-300474630.html
6/15/2017
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), (BSE: 532540, NSE: TCS), a leading IT services, consulting and business
solutions firm, today announced that it has launched ignio for SAP ERP to help customers run their
operations in SAP more efficiently and effectively. ignio has also achieved certified integration with SAP
ERP.
ignio reduces knowledge gaps across operational teams and technologies, resolves common errors
affecting critical business processes, and removes the complexity associated with SAP Basis Management.
As such, ignio becomes an "intelligent virtual expert," in understanding how customers use SAP ERP for
business operations and significantly enhancing the value of customers' investments in the SAP platform.
According to Dave Schubmehl, Research Director for Cognitive/AI Systems at IDC, "We're seeing artificial
intelligence manifest itself in new and interesting areas such as IT operations augmentation and
optimization. The continuous focus that ignio demonstrates to tackle IT challenges, such as support for
SAP, will help to further advance the field of artificial intelligence in businesses."
"ignio is built to learn, resolve and protect a company's enterprise IT infrastructure," said Akhilesh Tripathi,
Head of Global Sales for Software Products at Tata Consultancy Services. "Many of our customers
currently operate in an SAP environment. ignio for SAP will be able to leverage the business potential of
assets provided by SAP solutions to improve the IT and business operations of current and future customer
engagements."
ignio for SAP provides full functional and technical relationship mapping, rectifies typical business errors
and prevents compliance issues. It builds a blueprint that binds together knowledge from the various SAP
modules, establishing important intelligence that allows it to rapidly identify and address potential issues.
In addition, ignio for SAP ERP also comes with pre-built knowledge on the end-to-end management of
SAP, including SAP application maintenance, OS management and database management, to simplify
complex and challenging environments for customers.
About Ignio
ignio is an award-winning cognitive automation solution for enterprise IT. ignio combines disparate, but
interconnected business applications and their underlying infrastructure to drive smart decisions and
perform actions autonomously.
About TCS
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that delivers
real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a
consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT, BPS, infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is
delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery Model™, recognized as the benchmark of excellence
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in software development. A part of the Tata group, India's largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has over
387,000 of the world's best-trained consultants in 45 countries. The company generated consolidated
revenues of US $17.6 billion for year ended March 31, 2017 and is listed on the BSE (formerly Bombay
Stock Exchange) and the NSE (National Stock Exchange) in India.
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Newly Formed Finastra Signs Agreement with IBM on Banking
Technology, Fintech
https://www.crowdfundinsider.com/2017/06/102067-newly-formed-finastra-signs-agreement-ibmbanking-technology-fintech/
6/15/2017
Finastra, created by the merging of Misys and D+H, and IBM (NYSE: IBM) have reached an agreement to
explore how Finastra can transform their banking operations with IBM Cloud and Cognitive technologies.
The two companies plan to bring IBM technology into the Finastra open architecture to enrich the digital
retail banking experience and bring new innovations to market.
Finastra: “World’s Third Largest Fintech”
Finastra said it intends to run its FusionBanking Essence core and digital solution on IBM Cloud. The
companies will also work towards collaborating on both a Financial Crime and a Blockchain-based
solution. IBM plans to support Finastra as it develops retail banking proof of concepts and product demos,
including provisioning multiple Watson APIs to infuse cognitive capabilities into its products.
“Our collaboration with Finastra brings together two long-standing industry leaders with a combined 80
years of experience in financial services, said David Wilson, Vice President, IBM Cloud Business Partners.
“We envision using our combined strengths to impact more organizations, from the largest banks to the
newest crowdsourcing lender, to help them harness the disruptive power of cloud, cognitive and data.”
Finastra said the agreement will see the two companies sharing the development and architecture
resources around IBM Cloud, Watson and Blockchain (Distributed Ledger Technology) to create
innovations that result in joint revenues as Fintech transforms the financial services industry
“More than a simple sales agreement, this pairing brings a new
dimension to our relationship with IBM and creates an
opportunity to build a platform for the banks of today and
tomorrow,” said Nadeem Syed, CEO at Finastra. “Our open
architecture and open approach enables us to embrace a wide
ecosystem of partners, and as we enter a new era of banking
where collaboration is a must, our relationship with a dominant
player like IBM can extend our product offering and enable
clients to access enhanced transformation capabilities.”
Finastra’s FusionFabric.cloud architecture and open APIs make it possible for IBM to incorporate its
technology and cognitive capabilities directly into the Finastra banking solution. FusionFabric.cloud
targets traditional financial services that desperately need to upgrade legacy technol0gy to not only
compete, but survive. Finastra enables banks, Fintechs, consultants and students to collaborate in an app
ecosystem for financial services
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Over 3,500 firms give up permission to advise on P2P agreements
http://bridgingandcommercial.co.uk/article-desc12086_Over%203,500%20firms%20give%20up%20permission%20to%20advise%20on%20P2P%20agree
ments
6/15/2017
A total of 3,555 firms have voluntarily given up the permission to advise on peer-to-peer agreements by
cancellation or variation of permissions since April 2016.
The figures were revealed by the FCA following a freedom of information request submitted by Bridging
& Commercial.
The FCA informed B&C that around 15,000 firms were originally authorized to advise on peer-to-peer
agreements.
Of those, a total of 3,555 firms have given up this permission by cancellation or variation of permissions
from 1st April 2016 to the date of the FOI request (21st April 2017).
Firms that have cancelled their permission for advising on peer-to-peer agreements include two distinct
groups:
• Those which were formerly authorized to carry out the activity, but then ceased to be regulated
entities by cancelling their permissions
• Firms which were formerly authorized to advise on peer-to-peer agreements, but removed the activity
by varying their permissions while remaining to be authorized by the FCA for other activities.
The FCA also revealed that there had been no cases in which it had cancelled a firm’s permission to advise
on peer-to-peer agreements only.
This is because cancellation by the FCA involves cancelling all a firm’s permissions.
The new regulated activity of advising on peer-to-peer agreements was introduced on 6th April 2016.
At the time, firms which held permissions for the regulated activity of advising on investments
automatically had their permissions varied to add the new regulated activity.
These firms did not have to pay additional FCA regulatory fees for holding the peer-to-peer advice
permission, unless they earned income from that business.
Firms that did not undertake designated investment business were subject to an additional fee in relation
to the Financial Ombudsman Service.
The FCA established permissions for advising on peer-to-peer agreements after the introduction of the
Innovative Finance Isa was announced in the 2014 Budget, which allowed peer-to-peer lending
agreements to be included within the Isa tax wrapper.
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This meant that advising on peer-to-peer agreements would become a regulated activity.
"It’s interesting to see that approximately three-quarters have retained the permission for now," said
"This signals a level of interest in the future."
Stephen felt there were a couple of key reasons why advisers may be slower to advise on the peer-topeer space:
It’s a growing and complex industry with lots of operating models and different lending opportunities and
risks
It's not clear that existing professional indemnity insurance would cover advising on peer-to-peer lending,
so this needs to be clarified ahead of an adviser undertaking these activities.
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Online Lenders are doing a good job of identifying the frauds (even
without hard income verification
https://croudify.com/online-lenders-are-doing-a-good-job-of-identifying-the-frauds-even-without-hardincome-verification/
6/15/2017
Analyzing platform loan data for over two years, Croudify provides its perspective on Lending Club loan
verification in response to a recent Bloomberg article
We at Croudify have been analyzing the loan data for more than 2 years and wanted to shed some light
on the article and show that while the headline is true the devil is in the details and the platforms have
been doing a very good job in identifying the fraud.
% of Loans with Non-Verified Incomes
Our First step in analysis consisted of identifying how many loans for which Income has not been verified
by Platforms. For our analysis, we chose Lending Club data. If you see the graph below you will see that in
early years (2008) nearly 85% if the loans were originated without Income Verification. This can be
attributed to lack of resources and originating business practices. Off late (since 2011) nearly 1/3rd (33%)
of loans had that status. So, the trend is not particularly new from a historical perspective. If you look
historically as platforms have grown they are verifying more incomes and not less as the headline would
have you believe.

Performance of Non-Verified Loans
Once we had concluded that the non-verified loans are not growing as percent of population the logical
next step was to check if these loans are performing worse than before. Is there a possibility that the loans
without income verification have deteriorated over time and hence the red flag?
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Here the analysis showed us a completely opposite result. The loans for which Lending Club had decided
not to verify the income has performed better historically and continue to outperform the overall
population. This points to a very important finding that the preliminary indicators that Lending Club is
using in identifying the fraudulent behavior is not only working it is working great and is providing a
performance lift to loans.
This is a very important discovery and points that what was true in old world with traditional lending is no
longer true with the new world with Online lending and advance Machine Learning models and we as
investors need to change our thinking accordingly.
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Yirendai Recognized as Best P2P Lending Platform in China at the Future
of Finance Summit
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/yirendai-recognized-as-best-p2p-lending-platform-inchina-at-the-future-of-finance-summit-300474510.html
6/15/2017
Yirendai Ltd. (NYSE: YRD) ("Yirendai" or the "Company"), a leading online consumer finance marketplace
in China, today announced that it was awarded the Best P2P Lending Platform in China Award at The
Future of Finance Summit (the "Summit") held in Singapore on June 8-9, 2017. Yirendai is the first FinTech
company in China to receive this prestigious reward.
Organized by The Asian Banker, a leading provider of strategic intelligence on the financial services
industry, the Summit is an all-inclusive annual gathering that brings together a wide range of market
players -- banks, FinTech players, insurance companies, asset managers, investors and customers -- who
are shaping the future of finance. Each shortlisted company for an award undergoes a rigorous threemonth assessment by a panel of well-known bankers, consultants and analysts selected by The Asian
Banker that evaluates the company's management capabilities, business influence, financial performance,
customer experience, risk management, technology, innovation and strategy.
In addition, Yirendai received a P2P Audit Certification at the Summit. The Asian Banker introduced the
P2P Audit Award at this year's summit to help maintain industry standards as well as help customers,
investors and regulators to identify credible players in the digital world. The evaluation process involves
audit submissions to be completed in a comprehensive data sheet where the basic quantitative and
qualitative information will be collated and processed.
"Yirendai's recognition as the best P2P lending platform in China is a clear demonstration of the progress
we have made in executing our sustainable business growth, consumer brand building and strong
partnerships strategies as well as our industry leading position in China's FinTech industry," commented
Ms. Yihan Fang, Chief Executive Officer of Yirendai. "We have always been in close communication with
various regulatory bodies to ensure our full compliance. By maintaining some of the industry's highest
standards, we were also able to receive P2P Audit Certification at the Summit. We will continue to uphold
the highest standards as we optimize our business operations to further support long-term sustainable
growth and profitability."
About Yirendai
Yirendai Ltd. (NYSE: YRD) is a leading online consumer finance marketplace in China connecting investors
and individual borrowers. The Company provides an effective solution to address largely underserved
investor and individual borrower demand in China through an online platform that automates key aspects
of its operations to efficiently match borrowers with investors and execute loan transactions. Yirendai
deploys a proprietary risk management system, which enables the Company to effectively assess the
creditworthiness of borrowers, appropriately price the risks associated with borrowers, and offer quality
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loan investment opportunities to investors. Yirendai's online marketplace provides borrowers with quick
and convenient access to consumer credit at competitive prices and investors with easy and quick access
to an alternative asset class with attractive returns.
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Samsung and Diebold Nixdorf in biometric ATM tie-up
https://www.telecompaper.com/news/samsung-and-diebold-nixdorf-in-biometric-atm-tie-up--1200200
6/15/2017
Samsung SDS America has teamed up with US payment technology specialist Diebold Nixdorf to develop
a mobile-based biometric authentication system for cardless ATM transactions. The system allows
customers to stage a withdrawal via their mobile banking app prior to arrival at the ATM. They then need
to simply tap their mobile device to the near field communications (NFC) reader on the ATM, confirm their
transaction and instantly receive a prompt to complete authentication via facial recognition on their
mobile device. Once verified, cash will dispense and the transaction is complete in "less than half the time"
of a standard ATM transaction, said the partners in a statement.
The technology was showcased at the recent Digital Banking conference in Austin and will be piloted by
Banco Popular de Puerto Rico this summer, having already worked with Samsung and its biometric
authentication platform. The partners added that the system uses Samsung SDS Nexsign, a FIDO compliant
biometric authentication platform, providing a faster and more secure approach to cardless transactions
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Online Approval for New CIMB Lazada Prepaid Mastercard
https://www.capitaliq.com/ciqdotnet/News/Article.aspx?newsitemid=219426922
6/15/2017
CIMB Bank Berhad ("CIMB Bank") and Lazada Malaysia have entered into a strategic partnership to
introduce an exciting Mastercard prepaid card which can be approved online, making it the fastest and
most convenient prepaid card for the digitally savvy shopper. The card offers great cash rebates as well
as merchant discounts to reward customers when they shop at Lazada, the number one online retailer in
Malaysia and South-East Asia.
The card is available online on CIMB Clicks and the Lazada website. Upon the issuance of the virtual 16digit card number, customers can start shopping almost right away. Subsequently, they will be issued with
a physical CIMB Lazada Prepaid Mastercard for offline spending and banking facilities in Malaysia,
including ATM cash withdrawals and internet/mobile banking.
Chief Executive Officer, Group Consumer Banking, CIMB Group Samir Gupta said, "We are proud to
partner with Lazada and Mastercard on this fully digital co-brand card, to bring unique benefits and great
convenience to our customers. The online shopping segment in Malaysia and Southeast Asia is expanding
rapidly and we are excited to contribute to this growth story. This fits into our overall digital strategy to
lead in the e-commerce payment ecosystem, as we go the extra mile to enhance our customers'
experience by making it easier, more efficient and more secure for them to shop online."
With this card, customers will enjoy a 1% cash rebate, capped at RM25 per month for online Lazada
purchases at www.lazada.com.my. Other non-Lazada purchases are eligible for a 0.50% cash rebate up to
RM25 per month. In addition, from now until 5 December 2017, customers can enjoy the first-year annual
fee waiver and an additional 15% bonus cash rebate, capped at RM25 per month for purchases from
Lazada.
"We are thrilled to embark on this partnership with CIMB Bank in launching this virtual co brand
Mastercard. This collaboration ties in with Lazada's commitment to continuously improve consumers'
shopping experience online through exceptional customer service, a wider variety of products and a range
of payment solutions. With Lazada's Riang Ria Raya campaign happening from now until 30 June, this card
would enable consumers to shop for their Raya needs while enjoying a secure and hassle-free experience
on our platform," said Hans-Peter Ressel, CEO of Lazada Malaysia.
"The Mastercard Online Shopping Study 2017 showed that eight in 10 consumers across Asia Pacific intend
to make at least one online purchase in the first half of this year. The continued interest and optimistic
online shopping attitude showcases the potential innovative e-payments must support the burgeoning
growth of the e-commerce industry. The CIMB Lazada Prepaid Mastercard has a strong and relevant
customer proposition, combining the convenience, safety and efficiency that consumers value with a
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range of unique benefits that match their lifestyle demands," said Perry Ong, Country Manager, Malaysia
and Brunei, Mastercard.
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Meet the Chinese Finance Giant That’s Secretly an AI Company
https://www.technologyreview.com/s/608103/ant-financial-chinas-giant-of-mobile-payments-isrethinking-finance-with-ai/
6/16/2017
If you get into a car accident in China soon, you'll be able to pull out your smartphone, take a photo, and
file an insurance claim with an AI system.
That system, from Ant Financial, will automatically decide how serious the ding was and process the claim
accordingly with an insurer. It shows how the company—which already operates a hugely successful
smartphone payments business in China—aims to upend many areas of personal finance using machine
learning and AI.
The e-commerce giant Alibaba created Ant in 2014 to operate Alipay, a ubiquitous mobile payments
service in China. If you have visited the country in recent years, then you have probably seen people paying
for meals, taxi rides, and a whole lot more by scanning a code with the Alipay app. The system is far more
popular than the wireless payments systems offered in the U.S. by Apple, Google, and others. The
company boasts more than 450 million active users compared to about 12 million for Apple Pay.
Ant’s progress will be significant to the future of the financial industry beyond China, including in the U.S.,
where the company is expanding its interests. The company’s approach goes around existing institutions
to target individuals and small businesses who lack access to conventional financial services. Ant said in
April of this year that it is buying the U.S. money-transfer service MoneyGram for $880 million. The deal
is subject to regulatory approval and should close in the second half of this year. The company could well
apply the technologies it is developing to its overseas subsidiaries. A spokesperson for the company says
it hasn’t brought Alipay to the U.S. because existing financial systems provide less of an opportunity.
Yuan (Alan) Qi, a vice president and chief data scientist at Ant, says the company’s AI research is shaping
its growth. “AI is being used in almost every corner of Ant’s business,” he says. “We use it to optimize the
business, and to generate new products.”
The accident-processing system is a good example of how advances in AI can flip an existing system on its
head, Qi says. It has become possible to automate this kind of image processing in recent years using a
machine-learning technology known as deep learning. By feeding thousands of example images into a
very large neural network, it is possible to train it to recognize things that even a human may struggle to
spot
We use computer vision for a job that is boring but also difficult,” Qi says. “I looked at the images myself,
and I found it pretty difficult to tell the damage level.”
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Qi speaks a mile a minute, which seems appropriate given how quickly his company seems to be moving.
Dressed in a smart shirt and dress pants on a sweltering afternoon in Beijing this May, shortly after giving
a speech at a major AI conference, Qi explained that the company considers itself not a “fintech” business
but a “techfin” one, due to the importance of technology.
Ant already operates a range of other financial services besides Alipay. For instance, it provides small loans
to those without a bank account. It assesses a person’s creditworthiness based on his or her spending
history and other data including friends' credit scores (see “Alipay Leads a Financial Revolution in China”).
Ant’s creditworthiness system also provides a high-tech way to obtain various services, such as hotel
bookings, without a deposit. Qi says that Ant uses advanced machine-learning algorithms and custom
programmable chips to crunch huge quantities of user data in a few seconds, to determine whether to
grant a customer a loan, for instance.
A recent hire offers some measure of Ant’s intent to apply artificial intelligence to finance. This May the
company announced that Michael Jordan, a professor at the University of Berkeley and a major figure in
the field of machine learning and statistics, would become chair of the company’s scientific board.
Qi is no slouch, either. He got his PhD from MIT and became a professor in the computer science
department at Purdue before joining Alibaba in 2014. Once there, he developed Alibaba’s first voicerecognition system for automating customer calls.
“We built a system, based on deep learning, to carry on conversations; to provide answers to your
questions,” Qi says. This chatbot system also taps into a knowledge base of information created by Ant,
and is an example of how researchers are increasingly combining cutting-edge machine-learning
techniques with conventional representations of knowledge. “Human language is still very hard for a
machine to understand,” Qi says.
In March this year, the chatbot system surpassed human performance in terms of customer satisfaction,
says Qi. “There are many, many chatbot companies in Silicon Valley. We are the only one that can say,
confidently, they do better than human beings,” he says.
Ant’s success to date has certainly been impressive. Credit Suisse estimates that it manages 58 percent of
mobile payments in China. A key competitor has emerged in recent years with WeixinPay, from the mobile
chat giant Tencent, now accounting for almost 40 percent of the market. Ant remains enormously
valuable, though. Earlier this year, a Hong Kong investment group valued the company at $75 billion. The
company was expected make an initial public offering this year, but that now looks more likely to happen
in 2018.
Ant is also increasingly looking to expand its interests overseas. The company has invested almost $1
billion in Paytm, an Indian payments company. It has also invested in Ascend, a Thai online payments
business, and M-Daq, a Singaporean financial business. Ant apparently also sees investments and
acquisitions to bolster its technological prowess. Last year the company acquired EyeVerify, a U.S.
company that makes eye recognition software
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Gemalto launches SafeNet Trusted Access to secure cloud applications
https://www.capitaliq.com/ciqdotnet/News/Article.aspx?newsitemid=219443595
6/16/2017
Gemalto NV has announced the launch of SafeNet Trusted Access, an access management and identity
protection service, secure cloud and on-premise applications.
Powered by a robust risk-based analytics engine, Gemalto's solution delivers integrated Cloud Single-SignOn (SSO) and Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) capabilities so companies can easily implement secure,
conditional access and additional authentication levels when outlined in the policy engine. According to
recent research, enterprises in 2017 are expected to utilize an average of 17 cloud applications to support
their IT, operations and business strategies. With SafeNet Trusted
Access a user can log on once to access all approved applications, as defined by the policy for that
application. “The adoption of cloud apps is fast becoming mainstream. Yet IT teams lag in their ability to
effectively manage and restrict access to these apps and offer their employees the convenience they
expect. With SafeNet Trusted Access, IT Managers can set scenario-based policies linked to associated risk
factors and implement step up authentication for an application or group of users, depending on the level
of sensitivity and role," said Francois Lasnier, Senior vice president of Authentication Products at Gemalto.
"We built this newest addition on the expertise and success of the award winning SafeNet Authentication
Service to support our customers as they migrate their enterprise workflows into the cloud.
We designed this next-generation MFA and Cloud SSO platform with the goal of making it easier for IT to
align security with business processes. “Historically, controlling access to resources has been 'redlight/green-light' or binary - you're either allowed in or you're not, and once they are in, most SSO
offerings are blind to anything a user does once they are granted. By combining analytics with IAM,
SafeNet Trusted Access provides companies with the ability to identify anomalies in access patterns that
could indicate risk and help prevent data breaches," said Garrett Bekker, Principal Analyst at 451 Research.
"Gemalto's SafeNet Trusted Access key features include: Scalability; Supports long-term IAM strategy;
Risk-based analytics and detailed access policies; Visibility; Centralized access management; Regulatory
compliance. The solution features built-in integration templates making it easy for companies to add new
and existing cloud applications as needed. Companies benefit from a broad range of Gemalto's stronger
authentication methods and form factors such as one-time-passwords and biometrics. Scenario-based
policies define access controls, assess whether a login attempt is secure, apply the appropriate level of
authentication and require additional security measures when necessary. Provides the right level of
visibility into workforce identity and access activities & events. A single pane of glass gives visibility into
all access events streamlining security audits, tracking and help desk requests like password resets. IT can
ensure compliance with relevant legislation and standards using the solution's data driven insights on user
behavior, access events and policy enforcement.
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Chinese Tech Firms, Universities to Launch Blockchain Consortium in
Chengdu
http://www.coindesk.com/chinese-firms-launch-blockchain-consortium-chengdu/
6/16/2017
A new blockchain consortium is taking shape in China.
According to a report from regional news source Sichuan Daily, A group of companies and academic
institutions announced on 14th June that they are launching the consortium, based in Chengdu.
The founding members include Tianfu Software Park, BTC123, and University of Electronic Science and
Technology of China. This is the first blockchain consortium based in southwestern China, where a
significant amount of bitcoin mining activity take place.
The effort was unveiled during a forum named "The Global Summit Forum of Blockchain" held in Chengdu.
Leon Li, CEO of Huobi, and Star Xu, CEO of OKCoin attended the forum. Local media reports that more
than 1,700 people registered for the event.
The news represents the latest consortium effort to launch in China around blockchain. Less than a year
ago, more than 30 companies came together to kick off an R&D consortium based in Shenzhen.
Internationally focused groups like the Linux Foundation-backed Hyperledger and R3 have also seen
growth in China in the past year
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The week in fintech: SoFi tests the waters with FDIC application
https://www.capitaliq.com/ciqdotnet/News/Article.aspx?newsitemid=219439611
6/16/2017
A Social Finance Inc. filing with the FDIC offers a glimpse into what it might take for a financial technology
company to run its own bank.
SoFi applied with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. on June 6, revealing details on its vision for SoFi
Bank, an industrial bank chartered by the state of Utah.
Lex Sokolin, global director of fintech strategy and a partner at Autonomous Research, said SoFi seems to
be "testing the waters" with its FDIC application. Executives have said the company is seeking bank-like
regulation, but it remains unclear how feasible it will be for SoFi to obtain an industrial bank charter.
Sokolin said several things stood out to him in SoFi's application. First, he pointed out that the fintech
company describes itself as a "marketer" of digital financial services. That is a departure from the way
most financial institutions define themselves, he said, since many say they "offer" or "manufacture"
financial products and services.
A mention of cross-selling was another notable part of the application, according to Sokolin.
"SoFi recognizes that cross-selling can involve illegitimate practices, and SoFi and SoFi Bank will take
thorough precautions to protect its members," the company wrote. "There will be no incentive fee paid
to employees based on number of products sold or fees generated."
Sokolin pointed out that SoFi might rely on algorithms, not employees, to cross-sell its products and
services through email marketing and other channels.
SoFi Bank would be branchless, according to the application, and Sokolin said that may be a way to avoid
certain regulations or deploy less capital. It is probably representative of SoFi's vision for the future of
banking, he added.
The application did mention a plan for complying with the Community Reinvestment Act, which requires
banks to make credit available to the areas they operate in. Despite having no branches, SoFi said the
bank's CRA assessment area would be based on its proposed Salt Lake City headquarters, and the plan
includes a credit card for low- and moderate-income individuals.
The National Community Reinvestment Coalition said it will oppose SoFi's bank application, citing
concerns that the company caters to high-income individuals, according to a June 15 report from
American Banker.
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In other fintech news this week, some of the largest U.S. banks went live with a peer-to-peer payments
network called Zelle. The service enables fund transfers between bank accounts within minutes using
email addresses or mobile phone numbers.
A global blockchain trade association called the Chamber of Digital Commerce, said that BNP Paribas SA
and Bank of New York Mellon Corp. joined its executive committee.
In the insurance technology space, Sure, a startup that offers on-demand personal insurance via an app,
closed an $8 million series A funding round led by IA Capital. Sure, also announced the launch of a
smartphone protection product.
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Podcast 105: Robert Morgan of the American Bankers Association
http://www.lendacademy.com/podcast-105-robert-morgan-american-bankers-association/
6/16/2017
The American Bankers Association (ABA) is the trade association for the banking industry representing
small, regional and large banks and the 2 million people they employ. It has been around since 1875 and is
the leading voice for the banking industry.
Robert Morgan is the Vice President of Emerging Technologies at the ABA and he is the latest guest on
the Lend Academy Podcast. His role enables him to immerse himself in the latest financial technology with
an eye as to what will be most beneficial for the banking industry.
In this podcast, you will learn:
The core purpose of the ABA.
What is in the ABA Fintech Playbook and why they published it.
How the bank of the future will be different to today.
How the ABA select their Endorsed Solutions providers.
The attitude of banks today regarding partnering with fintech platforms.
How large banks differ to small banks when it comes to partnering.
The needs of banks today when it comes to new technologies.
The official stance of the ABA on the OCC Fintech Charter.
The ABA’s view on the data sharing initiatives taking hold in Europe.
How banks, data aggregators and fintech companies are working together on data sharing.
How open banking could work in a similar way to Facebook logins.
Some of the other new technologies that are on Rob’s radar.
How banks of the future will be like banks of today.
Download a PDF of the transcription of Podcast 105 – Robert Morgan of the American Bankers
Association.
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Regulators Call to Suspend Marketplace Lending to College Students
http://www.lendit.com/news/2017/06/16/regulators-call-suspend-marketplace-lending-collegestudents/
6/16/2017
The China Banking Regulatory Commission and two other ministries have issued a notice to strengthen
the management of campus loans; the notice says local branch financial regulators should strengthen
efforts on usuries and debt collection; marketplace lending platforms should suspend marketplace lending
business to college students
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Real Estate Lending: The Investment Bankers are Coming
http://www.lendacademy.com/real-estate-lending-investment-bankers-coming/
6/16/2017
Hard Money Lending: A Quick Intro
Back in 2012, I borrowed money to purchase a house I planned to fix-and-flip. I contributed 20% of the
purchase price as a down payment. For the privilege of borrowing the other 80%, I paid a local “hard
money lender” a 3.5% origination fee plus interest only payments at a 13% APR.
At the time, I was also an avid reader of LendAcademy and doing a bit of investing on the “peer-to-peer”
lending platforms. I was averaging a 10-11% return on the platforms and I remember thinking:
“Why am I paying 16.5%+ for a first-lien loan that’s secured with real estate while receiving an 11% return
on an unsecured consumer loan? This makes no sense. This “hard money” market is not operating
efficiently.”
I started doing some more research into the market that was originating most of these types of fix-andflip loans, which is called “hard money lending”. There were a few things that became quickly apparent
to me.
1. The market was highly-fragmented. There wasn’t a single lender that controlled any significant amount
of the national market. More specifically, I couldn’t find a lender that had more than 1% of the overall
market. There were a handful of larger lenders that operated in multiple States, but for the most part,
this was a market made up of numerous small, local lenders.
2. The use of technology was virtually non-existent. The ability to apply online for a hard money loan didn’t
exist. The lender I borrowed from didn’t even have a website. Even the larger lenders I discovered, were
mostly operating via email, PDF loan applications and “boots-on-ground” underwriting.
3. Capital formation was very analog. The balance sheets of these hard money lenders were often made
up of a few high-net-worth individuals and some additionally sourced “country club” capital. This put them
in a perpetual cycle of originating new loans to keep their funds working while also raising additional
capital to meet the demands of their borrower base. Too much cash was a drag on returns while not
enough would cause them to pass on loans they’d otherwise originate.
4. Hard Money Lenders had a very negative reputation among the borrower community. This was in part
due to the high interest rates. However, upon further digging, the real cause of dissatisfaction among
borrowers was the lack of service and transparency. I heard stories of lenders not showing up with funds
at closing, leaving the borrower at risk of losing their deposits. Other stories involved undisclosed fees
that were charged when borrowers made requests for construction funds. More innocuous offenses
included lack of responses to funding requests; long-form loan applications that had to be handwritten;
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repeated requests for information that had already been provided; and numerous other customer service
follies.
2013: The Year It All Began to Change
Midway through my exploration into this space something big happened that started to fundamentally
change this market.
In 2013, Congress passed the JOBS Act. More popularly known as “Crowdfunding Legislation”, the JOBS
Act created potential for companies to raise capital publicly without all the red tape previously required.
While not initially contemplated that the Act would have a profound impact on the real estate market,
“Crowdfunding” for real estate quickly became the fastest growing use-case for this new legislation.
The result of this was a host of new entrants into the real estate lending space that were “technologyfirst” companies. With these new companies came significant amounts of Venture Capital. These ventures
fueled companies began developing digital distribution channels, sophisticated online loan underwriting
and origination platforms and more efficient ways to source capital. This combination allowed them to
grow quickly while consolidating some of the fragmented market, achieving scale not previously seen.
The Perfect Storm for Disrupting Hard Money
In addition to the JOBS Act enabling a business model for real estate syndication that was attractive to
venture capitalists, a few other market forces aligned in favor of disrupting this market.
First, the real estate market had begun to bounce back considerably, with prices for homes starting to
return to pre-recession levels. This reality meant loan portfolio performance was protected by
appreciating asset prices. Any underwriting mistakes were forgiven by a rising market, keeping defaults
and losses across the industry very low.
Second, yield in almost every asset class had become increasingly difficult to obtain. Equities, trading at
all-time highs, made it difficult to allocate at attractive entry points. This combined with historically low
interest rates have kept returns on bonds and other income producing assets at all-time lows. This had
both retail and institutional investors seeking yield from less traditional asset classes. Everything from
Venture Capital to marketplace lenders, and now real estate “crowd funders”, were receiving new
allocations from investors seeking yield.
Put these forces together and you had the perfect recipe for attracting institutional capital.
1. Thanks to the JOBS Act, there are numerous well-funded originators that have grown to a large enough
scale whereby an institution can allocate a significant amount of capital ($100M+). These technology-first
companies are also well organized and professionally managed.
2. A positive track record, partially thanks to a rising real estate market, provided institutions the data
they needed to gain a level of comfort to “go long” on allocating capital to these new platforms. Had the
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JOBS Act been passed in 2006, and these new companies been formed then, the future of Real Estate
Crowdfunding might have looked quite a bit different.
3. With opportunities to generate yield virtually non-existent in traditional assets, allocators were open
to exploring asset classes that may have been less interesting in other environments.
Where Does That Leave Us Today?
Much like the early days of peer-to-peer lending, the new online real estate originators won business by
providing a better borrower experience. Online applications with instant feedback on pricing and terms
provided better transparency to borrowers. Quick funding decisions that are augmented by large data
sets, rather than relying 100% on appraisals, allows these new lenders to provide more certainty around
closing. Online dashboards where borrowers can order construction draws and make interest payments
make the loan servicing experience easier for the borrower. Regardless of the financial innovation that is
to follow, these technology platforms have improved the level of service provided to borrowers.
More compelling though, is the financial innovation that these new online lenders have brought to
market. With the growth and consolidation, investment banks such as Jefferies, J.P. Morgan, Nomura
Securities and Goldman Sachs have been able to establish relationships with some of the larger originators
that are demonstrating an ability to underwrite profitable loans at scale. In 2016, the industry saw one of
the first securitizations of bonds sold to hedge funds, private-equity firms and REITs.
In a short amount of time, this industry has gone from being served by local “country club capital” to being
traded by some of Wall Street’s largest, most reputable firms. The investment bankers have officially
arrived.
That said, the five largest online originators still only write between 5-8% of the total loan volume in the
fix-and-flip market. We are still in the very early days of what is likely to be a massive consolidation of a
previously fragmented market.
What’s Next?
Since 2013 we’ve already seen considerable rate compression in the fix-and-flip market. The same loan I
received back in 2012 at 3.5 points and 13% interest can be originated for as low as 1 point and 7.99%. As
more liquidity comes to the market via securitization and other institutional asset allocators it should be
expected that rates will continue to compress across the country.
As the scale of these platforms continue to grow, pricing and services provided to borrowers will continue
to improve to fuel additional growth. For the regional lenders that once controlled this market, it begs the
question, how will they remain competitive?
The other lever to pull to win new business is loosening underwriting and due diligence standards. This is
a frightening proposition for the industry. If loan-to-value thresholds increase or diligence standards
decrease, it will surely lead to trouble. Any correction in the real estate market could prove fatal to an
undercapitalized originator.
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It’s my hope, that as an industry, we’ll remain prudent in our underwriting and due diligence standards.
Striving for efficient market pricing and a better experience for borrowers is the right course. Cutting
corners on due diligence or loosening underwriting is a disservice to both investors and borrowers as it
could impact the availability of long-term capital needed for this industry to flourish.
Whatever the outcome, it appears that the online real estate lending market (i.e. Real Estate
Crowdfunding) is very close to reaching escape velocity. This was certainly helped by many well-timed
market forces which have allowed these new companies to reach scale, receive sustainable levels of
funding and bring in institutional capital that may be inclined to support this industry through different
growth cycles.
Whether institutional capital is “good” for the industry may be debatable. My hope is that it will bring
additional levels of accountability, transparency and standardization to this previously underserved real
estate market as we strive to improve products and services to our borrowers.
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On Deck Presents at Morgan Stanley Financials Conference
http://www.lendit.com/news/2017/06/16/deck-presents-morgan-stanley-financials-conference/
6/16/2017
Morgan Stanley has issued a research note following a session with On Deck at its 2017 Morgan Stanley
Financials Conference; On Deck continues to report that it will slow growth plans and focus on profitability
which means less risk taking from higher risk borrowers; its funding sources are a potential risk for the
firm which primarily lends from its balance sheet and has seen less investment from institutional
investors; it plans to broaden its offerings for business borrowers and also continues to maintain its
business lending partnership with JPMorgan which is ramping up slowly; Morgan Stanley has a $5 price
target for the stock with a trading range of $9 to $2.
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PayPal hits £400m mark in advances to UK businesses
http://www.altfi.com/article/3093_paypal_hits_400m_mark_in_advances_to_uk_businesses
6/19/2017
Payments giant PayPal hits milestone and pins SME funding gap on bank branch closures.
PayPal Working Capital, PayPal’s small business lending arm in the UK, has hit £400m in cumulative cash
advances made to British businesses. Over 22,000 business owners have now taken out an advance from
PayPal Working Capital since it launched in 2014. The £400m milestone comes after a 116 per cent
increase in total cash advances made by the firm over the past year.
PayPal’s small business lending activities are considerably further advanced in the US, where it topped
$2bn in cash advances in the summer of 2016.
The potential for technology giants like Google and Facebook to dominate the online lending sector has
been the subject of much discussion over the past few weeks, after it recently emerged that Amazon has
lent over $3bn to merchants via its online marketplace to date, including more than $1bn in the past 12
months.
Like Amazon, PayPal uses technology and its customers' transactional data to offer fast and flexible
financing options. Its cash advances are made against future sales, with repayments made automatically
as a fixed percentage of a borrower’s PayPal takings.
PayPal cites the National Audit Office’s estimate that the SME funding gap in the UK could range anywhere
from £6bn to £39bn. Funding shortages are often felt most acutely by younger, smaller, online businesses,
which have less conventional business models and/or established sales histories.
“PayPal made its name pioneering e-commerce, making it possible for businesses to grow their sales and
reach millions more customers online,” said Mark Brant, managing director at PayPal UK. “In the years
that followed the credit crunch, we saw the impact it was having on our small business customers, many
of whom were struggling. We saw an opportunity for us to help and set about making PayPal Working
Capital a reality.”
PayPal’s own research suggests that access to capital for small businesses has been made more difficult
by the recent rash of bank branch closures across Britain. RBS, for example, closed down 158 branches in
March. A third PayPal Working Capital's cash advances in the UK have gone to SMEs based in areas that
have lost 50 or more bank branches during the last four years.
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Currency exchange fintech launches partnership API
http://www.altfi.com/article/3092_currency_exchange_fintech_launches_partnership_api
6/19/2017
WeSwap names peer-to-peer lender Zopa as one of 18 new partners.
Peer-to-peer money exchange firm WeSwap has launched a new service called “WeSwap Connect”. The
B2B platform is designed to allow other firms to offer WeSwap’s travel money services alongside their
own, via a “one-click” API integration.
WeSwap has named peer-to-peer lender Zopa as one of 18 new partners to sign up to the new service in
the last 12 months, alongside such firms as SIXT, Perkbox and Secret Escapes. Loans for holidays make up
an important part of Zopa’s loan originations, so it makes sense that the firm should also attempt to boost
revenues with a currency exchange cross-sale.
WeSwap allows holidaymakers to swap currency with people travelling in the opposite direction. That
currency is then loaded onto a Mastercard capable of holding 18 currencies simultaneously. WeSwap
Connect allows partner firms to offer their customers a co-branded version of that Mastercard to take on
holiday.
“WeSwap Connect means our travel industry partners can bring their customers a twenty-first century
travel money product, alongside complimentary services such as car rental, flights and accommodation,”
explained Rob Stross, WeSwap’s CMO. “Partners also benefit from access to a wealth of user data that
gives them a broader understanding of their customer base. We see this as a first step in WeSwap
becoming an integral part of the travel ecosystem.”
This isn’t the first time we’ve seen a partnership formed between a currency exchange tool and a peerto-peer lender. Banking challenger Revolut – which remains best-known for its currency exchange
platform – announced an integration with Lending Works in March, in order to offer instant access to
credit to its users.
In addition to the new B2B platform, WeSwap has also expanded its proposition so that users can now get
hard cash alongside their pre-paid card. Money can now be delivered direct to customers’ doors at a time
of their choosing.
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Fintech Focus: Blockchain-based payments startup starts money transfer
service
https://www.capitaliq.com/ciqdotnet/News/Article.aspx?newsitemid=219539819
6/19/2017
Several players within the financial technology arena introduced new products and entered into various
agreements in recent days. Please send news tips and feedback to news@snl.com.
Banking and lending
Diebold Nixdorf, Inc. partnered with Samsung SDS America to use advanced mobile technology, such as
facial recognition, to improve security and use a mobile-based biometric authentication approach for ATM
withdrawals.
Bank Vontobel selected Appian Corp. to execute its digital transformation strategy across all
business divisions through its low-code application platform which combines process management, data
management, native mobility and more.
SEI Investments Co.'s UK private banking extended its contract with Tilney Group Ltd for six more years
until December 2023. Under the agreement, Tilney will use SEI Wealth Platform as the default option for
future clients.
Q2 Holdings Inc. launched Q2 Open, a new portfolio of open API financial services, which will help the
financial institutions in improving their own financial apps and tools.
Affinity Plus Federal Credit Union is using Fiserv Inc.'s Architect digital banking solution to implement
digital self-service banking capabilities. The solution will help the credit union provide multichannel
support to members in branches, over the phone and through digital channels.
Thomson Reuters Corp. launched a smart oracle, BlockOne IQ, for organizations to consider real market
conditions more accurately in their proof-of-concept processes. The application will allow blockchainbased applications to include Thomson data in their automated processes.
Mitek Systems Inc.'s Mobile Verify is assisting a large online consumer finance organization to increase its
approval capacity by going through more than 1,000 additional applications daily.
Payments
Equifax Inc. combined its solution InstaTouch ID with Citi Retail Services to help customers to apply for an
ExxonMobil Smart Card credit card through ExxonMobil's Speedpass+ app.
Visa Inc. launched Visa Ready Program to help technology companies, integrated with Visa's business-tobusiness payment, ensure their compliance with Visa's standards and be market ready.
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FICO launched its anti-fraud solution FICO Card Compromise Manager, which can detect and prioritize
compromised merchants and data breaches involving card data.
WEX Inc. entered into a strategic partnership with GasBuddy to use their collective technology,
infrastructure, data, and intellectual property to develop large-scale solutions for the driving public.
Gilbarco Veeder-Root announced the successful processing of the first US EMV chip transaction at a fuel
dispenser, using its Passport point-of-sale and Encore fuel dispensers on First Data Corp.
Circle Internet Financial launched an international online money transfer service using blockchain-based
payments, Reuters reported. The service will allow people in the United States and Europe to transfer
money instantly without any fees. The startup counts Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and Baidu Inc. as its
investors.
Insurance and healthcare
Genpact Ltd. plans to launch Genpact's PVAI, the life sciences industry's first fully integrated, end-to-end
adverse event processing solution, which will make processing adverse events easier and enable an AIdriven level of real-time predictive analytics.
Ethias SA chose Guidewire Software Inc. as its platform for underwriting, policy administration, claims
management and billing. The insurer will also use Guidewire DataHub to support its enterprise-wide data
management strategy. The company will implement the software across each of its business lines over
several phases.
Bold Penguin partnered with Hiscox International, a unit of Hiscox Ltd., to provide its agents access to
real-time pricing for risks coming through Hiscox's online portal.
Medical Transcription Billing launched MTBC WebSoft, an addition to its cloud-based healthcare IT
platform, which will eventually replace MTBC's legacy management information system. The addition will
further support scalability, acquisition integration and margin expansion.
Medical Transcription Billing also signed an agreement with a leading sports medicine group to allow it to
use the company's revenue cycle management solution. The client will be using the company's end-toend revenue cycle management solution for its physical therapy group.
LendingTree Inc. launched its home valuation feature within the My LendingTree platform, which will help
customers estimate their home value by accessing third-party data and calculate any untapped home
equity on average to make financial decisions.
Farmers Insurance will be using Guidewire Software Inc.'s ClaimCenter as its enterprise claims
management system. Farmers Insurance and Farmers are trade names for a group of affiliated insurers
that provide insurance and other financial services for automobile, home and small business.
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Infosys partnered with Imprezzio to create a best practices resource for enterprise insurance and financial
services companies to advance communications, sales practices, reporting and analytics.
USAA signed an agreement with Cognitive Scale Inc., the San Antonio Business Journal reported. The
company is expected to integrate some of Cognitive Scale's artificial intelligence products in its operations
over the next 10 weeks.
Cetera Financial Group Inc. and Cetera Financial Institutions launched a new portal for its CFI-affiliated
advisors and clients to simplify the process of identifying and purchasing insurance solutions.
Investing and trading
Bank of New York Mellon Corp.'s Pershing launched a suite of technology enhancements to improve the
dynamic relationships and streamline experiences between advisors and investors as it includes an openconsumption model for customers, customizable solutions and the ability to leverage behavioral analytics
and big data for practice management insights.
Trax, a MarketAxess Holdings Inc. unit, and Bats Europe, a CBOE Holdings Inc. company, plan to help
market participants comply with MiFID II post-trade transparency obligations by offering its Trax approved
publication arrangement customers the option to direct equity trade reports to the Bats APA.
ACI, a First American Financial Corp. division, integrated its ACI Sky Delivery and Sky Review technology
with ValueLink Software to speed up the appraisal review process by providing access to more than 5,000
customizable collateral risk rules. ACI Sky Delivery is a web-based appraisal delivery platform which
identifies exceptions and provides real-time results.
Marketing and analytics
Broadridge Financial Solutions Inc. joined forces with Spence Johnson to provide retail and institutional
data, benchmarking and analytics.
IHS Markit Ltd. entered a technology alliance with Baker Hughes and CMG to provide geoscience analytics
and engineering solutions to exploration and production customers. The customers will immediately be
able to access IHS Markit Kingdom, Baker Hughes JewelSuite reservoir modeling software, and CMG's
suite of simulation software to develop collaborative geoscience, reservoir modeling and simulation
workflows.
Merkle and Pegasystems Inc. launched the Unified Data Management Platform, which will enable more
effective and relevant digital ad campaigns and omnichannel experiences. The solution will provide
organization two-way integration between paid media activity and customer engagement data.
SS&C Technologies Holdings Inc. released Anova 6.3, an enhanced version of its investment data
management and analytics platform, which will help with data workflows and highly complex compliance
monitoring.
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Acxiom Corp. partnered with Pinterest, to provide advertisers with a better understanding of their
campaign's effectiveness and measure the impact of Pinterest campaigns on online and in-store sales.
Spindle Inc, which operates as CATALYST Commerce Solutions, launched CATALYST Marketing System,
which will help small- to medium-sized businesses to manage their business from one central hub through
a completely integrated marketing and e-commerce platform.
Administration, security and IT
The North Central West Virginia Real Estate Information Network obtained access to MLS Connect for
Paragon, a zipLogix and Black Knight Financial Services product, which helps users to create listings easily
and avoid repetitive data entry to ensure an accurate and efficient real estate transaction.
Palo Alto Networks Inc enhanced its Palo Alto next-generation security platform, which will now allow
customers to more rapidly achieve automated, consistent and scalable breach prevention capabilities
through the cloud.
Thomson Reuters entered into a strategic partnership with Lucidea to provide organizations integrated
access to its authoritative digital titles on ProView through Lucidea's market-leading library management
solutions.
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Snell Chooses Gemalto Sentinel for Its on-Demand Framework
http://software-monetization.tmcnet.com/articles/432852-snell-chooses-gemalto-sentinel-its-demandframework.htm
6/19/2017
Software solutions providers face many tradeoffs today. Of course, they want a flexible product to attack
as many customers as possible. They also want a secure way to protect their intellectual property from
theft and misuse. In the past, it has sometimes been hard to do both simultaneously.
In broadcasting, file-based media processing is on the rise for format and frame rate conversion so
broadcasters can distribute content while still retaining the rights to it. In the past, broadcast and postproduction involved baseband real-time systems to support live TV broadcast. With the rise of over the
top services, this too is changing, and broadcasters are having to find new ways to distribute content.
Broadcast and post-production technology solutions provider Snell developed its Snell On Demand
Framework to address the needs of a rapidly changing market. To do so, the company needed a flexible
but secure way to license its new technology while also protecting the intellectual property contained in
its software code. The company picked Gemalto Sentinel to secure its competitive advantage, to power
flexible and scalable licensing, and ultimately, to grow its business.
Gemalto’s (News - Alert) Sentinel software monetization portfolio provides software companies or any
company that licenses a solution with software licensing, protection, and entitlement management
solutions that can help them monetize their software, extracting as much value as possible to drive
business growth. Sentinel is available in three ways: in the cloud, embedded in hardware, or installed on
premises.
According to the Snell case study, the Snell On Demand framework was developed to transform the
company’s postproduction solutions from purely hardware-based to software-based.
“The new Snell On Demand software framework allows us to offer our broadcast and post production
customers solutions which have previously only been offered in custom designed hardware,” stated
Jeremy Courtney, business leader for Snell On Demand.
Enabled by its Snell On Demand framework, Snell now offers its Quasar OD and Alchemist OD products as
software, powered by commodity off the shelf IT equipment from makers such as HP, Juniper
Networks (News - Alert), and others. The company needed strong security to protect its intellectual
property (and the code against reverse-engineering) while still allowing customers to order the solutions
through its online store.
Snell integrated the Sentinel EMS license server with its Snell On Demand store to enable online customer
self-service – including payment, automated order fulfillment, activation, maintenance releases, and
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upgrades. Once payment clears, EMS creates the entitlement and returns an activation code to the
customer. To enable future integration of Sentinel EMS with Snell’s CRM system, Gemalto also supplied a
Salesforce.com (News - Alert) Connector. Through integration of the Sentinel license server with its online
store, Snell has eliminated the need for manual fulfillment processes — saving time, reducing operational
costs, and the potential for errors.
“Operating in a dynamic e-commerce space means we are dealing with an increasingly digital-savvy client
base, and offering that extra security and ease-of-deployment for our software packages is what makes
all the difference,” said Courtney. “One of the advantages of our Snell On Demand framework is its
flexibility and scalability and we wanted the same in the protection and licensing solution that we chose.
The addition of Sentinel RMS and EMS has only enhanced that.”
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Envestnet | Yodlee Unveils New Financial Wellness Solution
http://finovate.com/envestnet-yodlee-unveils-new-financial-wellnesssolution/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+finovate+%28Finova
te%29
6/19/2017
After developing a two-time, Best of Show-winning PFM technology, Envestnet | Yodlee has introduced
the next evolution in its emphasis on financial wellness. Launched last week at the Digital Banking Summit,
the Personal Financial Wellness Solution is a new suite of apps and APIs that apply machine learning and
AI to Envestnet | Yodlee’s vast trove of transaction data and analytics. The initial solutions from the suite,
OK to Spend and Save for a Goal, give consumers actionable insights into their spending and saving
behaviors, and provide a straightforward way to see, understand, and improve financial well-being.
In an interview previewing the announcement, Envestnet | Yodlee VP of Product Applications Katy Gibson
pointed out how the new solution was an important development away from the conventional
approaches to savings solutions. She credited a deeper understanding of how the average person relates
to their individual financial status as key to this pivot. “The previous PFM model was well-suited for a
certain type of consumer who was financially-engaged and financially-literate,” Gibson explained. “We
needed to figure out how to better serve the 70-80% who care (about their finances), but feel anxiety,
and are not very financially literate.”
OK to Spend leverages data analytics to review and examine spending habits. The solution runs machine
learning algorithms to create a holistic financial forecast that helps the user become and remain
financially organized. Available as both an app as well as via RESTful API, OK to Spend anticipates future
and recurring income and expenses and provides regular notifications and updates. Gibson praised the
“single number simplicity” of the solution. “People are drowning in data,” she said. “The last thing I want
to do is scroll through my transaction data to see what’s coming.” Instead, OK to Spend provides weekly
and monthly communications, along with a calendar of upcoming income and spending. With Save for a
Goal, consumers can manage and track savings goals across a variety of accounts and timeframes. The
interface relies on visual aids like progress bars and graphs, as well as alerts, to keep consumers engaged
with their savings success.
Gibson emphasized the importance of customer engagement in a statement accompanying the product
announcement. She sees the kind of “personalized user experiences” provided by solutions from
Envestnet | Yodlee as an extension of the “relationship-based banking (that) has been the key to success
and customer loyalty for financial institutions for years.” She added “helping consumers meet their
financial goals is the best way to build lasting customer relationships.”
Founded in 1999 and headquartered in Redwood City, California, Yodlee’s comprehensive transactional
data network helps financial services providers deliver a wide range of financial planning and wealth
management solutions via mobile and API. A multiple-time Best of Show winner, Yodlee was acquired by
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Envestnet for $660 million in August 2015, and made its most recent Finovate appearance as Envestnet |
Yodlee this February at FinovateEurope 2017.
A month later, Envestnet | Yodlee unveiled its Risk Insight Suite, a set of risk reporting tools to help lenders
improve upon the data gathered from traditional credit sources by factoring in consumer financial
information. The company partnered with mobile banking startup, Varo Money earlier this year, and last
December announced integration with Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Financials. Envestnet | Yodlee is also
a veteran of our developer’s conferences, most recently presenting at FinDEVr Silicon Valley last fall. At
the event, Director of Platform, Product Management Deviprasad Kacheri and Sr. Product Manager,
Mobile Platform, Deven Maru, discussed “Fast Track API Integration with Envestnet | Yodlee.” In May,
Jeff Cain Director of the Envestnet | Yodlee Incubator, participated in our webinar “How to Make It in the
Fintech Industry: 3 Startup Success Stories.”
Envestnet is headquartered in Chicago, Illinois, and was founded in 1999. The company serves more than
55,000 advisors and 2,500 companies including 16 of the biggest banks in the U.S. and 38 of the biggest
wealth management firms and brokerages. Publicly traded on the NYSE under the ticker symbol, ENV, the
company announced first quarter 2017 results last month. Jud Bergman is chairman and CEO.
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Supreme Court rulings on credit card surcharge issues disappointing, at
best
https://www.capitaliq.com/ciqdotnet/News/Article.aspx?newsitemid=219553272
6/19/2017
The long-awaited decision by the Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS) is disappointing to
merchants, credit grantors and credit card networks alike. It was hoped that a strong decision by
SCOTUS would resolve the question as to whether individual state laws prohibiting the pass through of
credit card surcharges are unconstitutional and, therefore, illegal.
With the settlement of the Mastercard/Visa antitrust litigation and the rule changes by Mastercard,
Visa, Discover and American Express, merchants excitedly looked forward to passing through their credit
card surcharges to their customers. A rapid examination into various state laws, however, left
merchants frustrated as they realized that 10 states plus Puerto Rico had laws prohibiting those
merchants from passing their surcharges on to their customers. The dust had barely settled on the
rule changes by Mastercard and Visa when several lawsuits were commenced challenging the antisurcharge laws of California, Florida, Texas and New York.
The first case to be filed was Expressions Hair Design, et al. v. Eric T. Schneiderman in the United States
District Court for the Southern District of New York. That case was commenced for a determination that
New York state's General Business Law [section]518 is unconstitutional, vague and in violation of the
First Amendment right to freedom of speech. New York's anti-surcharge law says "[n]o seller in any sales
transaction may impose a surcharge on a holder who elects to use a credit card in lieu of payment by
cash." The primary argument in the case was that a merchant could readily offer a discount for a cash
payment but was prohibited from imposing a surcharge for a payment made by credit card. In
determining that the New York anti-surcharge law is unconstitutional, Judge Jed Rakoff said that, "[I]n
terms of their immediate economic consequences, surcharges and discounts are merely different labels
for the same thing--a price difference between cash and credit." He said further that, "[T]his virtually
incomprehensible distinction between what a vendor can and cannot tell its customers offends the
First Amendment and renders Section 518 unconstitutional."
On appeal, the 2nd Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that New York's law is neither unconstitutional nor
does it violate a merchant’s freedom of speech. The 2nd Circuit decided that this anti-surcharge issue
addressed price regulations which govern conduct and that freedom of speech has nothing to do with
this statute.
The case then moved on to the Supreme Court of the United States. In reading the transcript from oral
argument that was held on Jan. 10, it was apparent to me that the Supreme Court justices were
struggling to understand the arguments before them. Counsel for the Petitioner seemed unable to
frame the issues well enough to persuade the justices that the case was about freedom of speech. He
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said that merchants who were truthful to their customers and announce that a different price will be
charged for cash or credit were being punished for honestly giving those customers both prices.
He said: "[Y]ou can charge the two different prices--one for cash, one for credit--but what runs afoul of
the law is describing the price one way as a surcharge versus a credit." The justices did not seem to
agree and Justice Sotomayor even said that she did not "see anything about speech in the statute." In
the opinion, however, delivered by Chief Justice John Roberts, he stated succinctly, "The question
presented is whether [section]518 regulates merchants' speech and--if so--whether the statute violates
the First Amendment. We conclude that [section]518 does regulate speech and remand for the Court
of Appeals to determine in the first instance whether that regulation is unconstitutional." In an earlier
article, after initially reading the transcript, I suggested that SCOTUS was not going to solve the
surcharge issue. Unfortunately, was right!
This decision has prolonged the agony of merchants who are trying to obtain a clear ruling on whether
the various states can prohibit surcharging.
Florida's lawsuit concerning its anti-surcharge law has also been stymied by the Supreme Court. Yet, this
lawsuit's current standing is favorable to merchants. The case of Bondi v. Dana's RR Supply was
commenced for a determination that Florida's nearly 30-year-old anti-surcharge statute is a facially
unconstitutional speech restriction. The federal trial court in Florida held that the Florida statute is
constitutional and only governs conduct, a completely opposite position from Judge Rakoff in New York.
However, the 11th Circuit Court of Appeals held that Florida's law is unconstitutional. This matter was
also taken to the Supreme Court of the United States.
In June 2016, Bondi, as the attorney general for the State of Florida, petitioned the Supreme Court to
hear this matter. The Supreme Court delayed deciding whether to hear the Florida case while it was
considering the New York case, as it perceived the issues to be virtually identical. It was well-known that
the SCOTUS decision in Hair Expressions would impact the Dana's RR Supply case. Sure enough, the Hair
Expressions case was decided on March 28, 2017, and on April 3, 2017, SCOTUS denied the petition to
be heard filed by Bondi. What this means is that Florida's anti-surcharge law has been found to be
unconstitutional and surcharge pass through is therefore permissible in the state of Florida.
The other lawsuits on this issue are less exciting. The case of Italian Colors Restaurant, et al. v. Harris
was commenced in California, and the federal district court found the anti-surcharge statute to be
unconstitutional and permanently enjoined its enforcement. That case has been appealed to the 9th
Circuit Court of Appeals but has not yet been decided.
The case of Rowell v. Pettijohn was commenced in Texas. In this case, much like the Hair Expressions
case, the 5th Circuit Court of Appeals ruled that Texas's no-surcharge law "regulates conduct, not
speech, and, therefore, does not implicate the First Amendment." Like Hair Expressions, this case raised
the constitutional question: "Do state no-surcharge laws--which allow merchants to offer 'discounts' to
those who pay in cash but prohibit them from imposing equivalent 'surcharges' on those who pay by
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credit card--violate the First Amendment?" While SCOTUS was considering the Hair Expressions case, it
held the petition to hear the Rowell v. Pettijohn case in abeyance. On April 3, 2017, SCOTUS denied the
petition to be heard. Unlike the Florida case, however, which was simply denied by SCOTUS, the Texas
case was "remanded for further consideration" considering the SCOTUS decision in the Hair
Expressions case.
What all of this means is that the litigation concerning the Texas, New York and California statutes will
continue. The SCOTUS decision was so scant in terms of any actual discussion of the issues that no lower
court can rely on the SCOTUS decision to shed any light on what the lower courts should or should not
do relative to the anti-surcharge statutes. The merchant's battles against the anti-surcharge laws in
Texas, California and New York are far from over. SCOTUS did nothing to give credit grantors and
merchants a clear directive as to how they can differentiate in price between cash and credit
transactions.
Nevertheless, more and more businesses are accepting credit card payments. It is incumbent on the
credit grantor, therefore, to remain cognizant of the laws in the various states that currently prohibit the
pass through of surcharges while watching for future news on litigation concerning these statutes.
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Metromile Hires Carrie Dolan, Previously of Lending Club
http://www.insurancejournal.com/news/west/2017/06/20/455190.htm
6/20/2017
Metromile has hired Carrie Dolan who recently was CFO of Lending Club; before Lending Club Dolan
worked at Charles Schwab and Chevron; Metromile provides pay per mile auto insurance
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GDS Link Joins Marketplace Lending Association to Promote a Transparent
and Efficient Financial System
http://www.prweb.com/releases/2017/06/prweb14440676.htm
6/20/2017
GDS link, a global provider of risk management solutions and consulting for multiple verticals within the
financial services industry including marketplace lending, retail finance, alternative financial services,
credit card, auto, and business leasing, today announced that it has joined the Marketplace Lending
Association (MLA) as an associate member.
“GDS Link is honored to be a member of MLA and is excited to work with the innovative and forwardthinking MLA member companies,” said Paul Greenwood, President and Co-founder of GDS Link. “Our
industry knowledge and experience with analytics, data and consulting services for marketplace lenders
will benefit members while promoting a culture of responsible lending in today’s marketplace lending
ecosystem.”
“I am pleased to welcome GDS Link as a member of the Marketplace Lending Association,” said Nat
Hoopes, Executive Director of MLA. “I believe we will gain fantastic insights working with GDS Link and I
look forward to promoting our shared goals of the responsible growth of marketplace lending and
harnessing the promise of better technology for financial innovation.”
GDS Link brings significant value to MLA, from its products and services to its people. The company’s global
staff is comprised of individuals with a wide range of credit experience having worked for multiple
financial institutions, software companies and data bureaus. For more than ten years, GDS Link has
worked with financial services companies throughout the credit lifecycle of a lender’s applicants and
customers, including custom credit scorecard development and monitoring, credit scorecard reporting
and, more recently, credit risk and analytics consulting.
According to MLA, marketplace lending is lowering the cost of credit, increasing access to capital,
providing opportunities to investors of all sorts, and contributing to a stronger financial system. To
encourage the responsible growth of marketplace lending, MLA advocates for seven best practices.
About Marketplace Lending Association
MLA, a professional trade association, was formed in 2016. The goals of the Association are to promote a
transparent, efficient, and customer-friendly financial system by supporting the responsible growth of
marketplace lending, fostering innovation in financial technology, and encouraging sound public policy at
the state and federal level. To be eligible to join the association MLA companies must abide by the highest
standards of business conduct in providing credit and services to consumers and businesses.
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Total System and Valley National Bank Renew Payments Deal
https://www.capitaliq.com/ciqdotnet/News/Article.aspx?newsitemid=219589795
6/20/2017
Total System Services Inc. TSS recently renewed its payments agreement with Valley National Bank to
keep continue processing the bank's consumer credit and debit card portfolios of the latter. This apart,
Total System is likely to provide additional supporting services to valley National such as fraud and risk
management, verification and contactless card support to Valley National. Total System has grown
meaningfully over the years through many strategic acquisitions, mergers, alliances and partnerships.
Prior to this, the company renewed its payment services accord with for Advanzia Bank.Year to date, the
Total System stock has gained returned 20.5%, whereas the Zacks categorized Financial Transaction
Services industry has gained 16.6%. The company's strong inorganic growth will further have a favorable
impact on the stock price going forward. Valley National has a fast-growing portfolio of credit card and
debit cards and one of the largest commercial banks in New Jersey, has been a prized client of Total
System.
The 20-year old relationship between the companies would be further strengthened by the aforesaid deal
alongside enhancing Total System's reach and boosting its value proposition among customers. On the
other hand, Valley National is likely to benefit from Total System's full support and product expertise
which would enable the former to grow and better service its clients. Also, Total System's global
recognition will facilitate Valley National's card portfolios to grow rapidly. Total System has been
strengthening its clientele by offering customized and flexible processing solutions to its partners across
the globe, primarily in the merchant acquiring space. Additionally, the company is making efforts to tap
opportunities in the recovering markets through high-grade technology. Total System carries a Zacks Rank
#2 (Buy). Other stocks carrying the same Zacks Rank as Total System are Vantiv, Inc. VNTV, Visa Inc.V and
Alliance Data Systems Corp. ADS.
Vantiv beat estimates in three of the last four quarters, with an average positive surprise of 3.51%. Visa
beat estimates in each of the last four quarters, with an average positive surprise of 7.24%. Alliance Data
beat estimates in two of the last four quarters, with an average positive surprise of 2.15%. Looking for
Stocks with Skyrocketing Upside? Zacks has just released a Special Report on the booming investment
opportunities of legal marijuana. Ignited by new referendums and legislation, this industry is expected to
blast from an already robust $6.7 billion to $20.2 billion in 2021. Early investors stand to make a killing,
but you must be ready to act and know just where to look.
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HCL announces launch of General Data Protection Regulation services
https://www.capitaliq.com/ciqdotnet/News/Article.aspx?newsitemid=219589488
6/20/2017
HCL Technologies (HCL) has announced the launch of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) services
to help organizations comply with EU GDPR regulation.
The new GDPR Regulation which is mandated to be adopted by May 2018, extends the data rights of
individuals and requires organizations to develop clear policies and procedures to protect personal data
and adopt appropriate technical and organizational measures. “In the digital era, privacy, security and
personalization are the most significant issues facing corporations and individual alike. Enabling GDPR
compliance is not just about managing regulatory requirements but can also be a source of competitive
advantage, said Maninder Singh, Corporate vice president and Head - Cyber Security & GRC, HCL
Technologies. "HCL's industry leading solutions, IT expertise and extensive European experience working
with global corporations makes the company an ideal partner in this space."HCL's comprehensive privacy
framework and technology solutions are aimed at helping organizations to be prepared for the new
obligations and requirements that the regulation will bring. With this regulation, the EU aims to give its
citizens more control over how their personal data is used as well as provide businesses with a clearer
legal structure with which to operate by standardizing across the EU.
HCL's new service proposition focuses on assisting the customers in three core areas. Assist clients in
conducting the Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) with respect to GDPR requirements and provide the
organizations with the information for their crafting the compliance plan and approach. In conjunction
with the client's legal & privacy compliance group, identify gaps post privacy assessment and prioritize &
assist in implementing process & technology measures that organizations must consider arising from
GDPR to address technology controls & compliance requirements. Monitor and operate compliance status
through technology solutions and systems.
The EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) aims to protect all EU citizens from privacy and data
breaches in an increasingly data-driven world. The solutions involve monitoring and operation of
compliance includes system operation and privacy data surveillance, enabling detection and response
without delay when data infringement occurs.HCL's Cybersecurity & GRC services bring together Consult,
Design, Build and Manage services to provide 360 resilience to enterprises. These services are offered
across the domains of Infrastructure Security; Applications Security; Identity Access & Management and
Governance, Risk & Compliance.
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Alliance Data Signs Agreement to Manage Credit Card Program for
Diamonds International, the Caribbean's Largest Duty-Free Jeweler
https://www.capitaliq.com/ciqdotnet/News/Article.aspx?newsitemid=219577779
6/20/2017
Alliance Data Systems Corporation (NYSE: ADS), a leading global provider of data-driven marketing and
loyalty solutions, today announced its Columbus, Ohio-based card services business, a premier provider
of branded private label, co-brand and commercial credit programs, has signed a new multi-year
agreement to provide private label credit card services for Diamonds International®
(www.diamondsinternational.com). One of the world's largest duty-free jewelers, Diamonds International
and sister stores Tanzanite International®, Diamonds International Watch & Design™ and Luxury of Time
by Diamonds International™ have over 125 locations throughout the U.S., Caribbean and Central America,
as well as an online store offering luxury jewelry, elegant timepieces and fine gemstone products.
"This enhanced credit card program, in partnership with Alliance Data, will allow us to significantly expand
the Diamonds International customer base and increase brand affinity by offering compelling financing
offers, a simplified application process and convenient account management tools," said Albert Gad, cofounder of Diamonds International. "As a 'tier one' jeweler for U.S. cruise lines, we continue to define
luxury in ports of call throughout the Caribbean and Alaska as well as through our website. Our credit
program will provide a level of convenience and flexibility that makes our quality merchandise accessible
to even more travelers and online shoppers."
Alliance Data is implementing a customized, multi-channel credit program for Diamonds International,
designed to help deliver rapid approvals, incremental sales and increased transaction size. The Diamonds
International credit program offers benefits exclusive to cardmembers as well as convenient, flexible
payment and financing options. In addition, Diamonds International has access to Alliance Data's "in the
moment" acquisition tools, in addition to advanced analytics and consumer insight capabilities.
"Diamonds International is a true category leader with a history of providing a memorable shopping
experience for the finest in luxury goods and we are privileged to embark on this new relationship," said
Melisa Miller, president of Alliance Data's card services business. "As a true partner for the entire
customer journey, we'll use our extensive promotional financing and cross-channel marketing expertise
to enhance existing strategies to keep the Diamonds International family of brands top-of-mind with
customers."
About Diamond International
Diamonds International® was established more than two decades ago. What began as one store in St.
Thomas has now blossomed into more than 125 locations. Diamonds International is now one of the
largest jewelry retailers in the world. We have more locations in the Caribbean than any other fine jeweler,
and our network stretches from the company's New York City customer service call center, into Mexico
and Central America and as far as Alaska. Whether enjoying a Caribbean vacation or shopping at home in
the United States, thousands of people look to Diamonds International and its sister stores — Tanzanite
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International®, Diamonds International Watch & Design™, Luxury of Time by Diamonds International™
and the online store at DiamondsInternational.com — to provide them with luxury jewelry, elegant
timepieces and the finest gemstone products at an unsurpassed value.
About Alliance Data’s card services
Alliance Data's card services business is a leading provider of tailored marketing and loyalty solutions,
delivered through branded credit programs that drive more profitable relationships between our brand
partners and their cardmembers. We offer private label, co-brand, and commercial products to many of
the world's most recognizable brands across a multitude of channels.
We uphold our Know more. Sell more. ® promise by leveraging unmatched customer insights, advanced
analytics, and broad-reaching innovative capabilities. It's how we deliver increased sales to our partners,
build enduring loyalty to their brands, and provide more value to our cardmembers. Alliance Data's card
services business is a proud part of the Alliance Data enterprise. To learn more, visit
www.knowmoresellmore.com or follow us on Twitter @Know_SellMore.
About Alliance Data
Alliance Data® (NYSE: ADS) is a leading global provider of data-driven marketing and loyalty solutions
serving large, consumer-based industries. The Company creates and deploys customized solutions,
enhancing the critical customer marketing experience; the result is measurably changing consumer
behavior while driving business growth and profitability for some of today's most recognizable brands.
Alliance Data helps its clients create and increase customer loyalty through solutions that engage millions
of customers each day across multiple touch points using traditional, digital, mobile and emerging
technologies. An S&P 500 and Fortune 500 company headquartered in Plano, Texas, Alliance Data consists
of three businesses that together employ more than 17,000 associates at approximately 100 locations
worldwide.
Alliance Data's card services business is a leading provider of marketing-driven branded credit card
programs. Epsilon® is a leading provider of multichannel, data-driven technologies and marketing services,
and includes Conversant®, a leader in personalized digital marketing. LoyaltyOne® owns and operates the
AIR MILES® Reward Program, Canada's premier coalition loyalty program, and Netherlands-based
BrandLoyalty, a global provider of tailor-made loyalty programs for grocers.
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Mortgage Tech Provider Sindeo Shuts Doors
https://www.sindeo.com/ori-zohar/
6/21/2017
Mortgage technology firm Sindeo is shutting down according to Nick Stamos who wrote a post on Sindeo’s
website; the company began four years ago and raised around $15 million of funding; Nick noted the
highly regulated business of mortgages which made it challenging for the company; a small team will be
kept on to help customers close loans in process; in comments on the closing, Nick also shares some of
the company’s accomplishments which include building a marketplace where people could shop and apply
for a mortgage from over 1,000 partners and helping clients to save millions of dollars on their homes
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One year in: How JPMorgan is transforming small-business lending
http://www.tearsheet.co/modern-banking-experience/one-year-in-how-jp-morgan-is-transformingsmall-business-lending
6/21/2017
Chase is among the third top lender of Small Business Administration loans by unit in the U.S.
It was one of the first banks to embrace a partnership-type relationship with a fintech startup, at a time
when the industry narrative still focused on startups’ potential to displace banks
For JPMorgan Chase, small business is big. The bank is among the third top lender of Small Business
Administration loans by unit in the U.S.
As of May, Chase approved 2,375 loans in 2017 for a total $679 million. But beyond SBA loans, the bank
also extended more than $24 billion in credit to 4 million small business customers in 2016 through its
business banking, Ink from Chase credit card and commercial term lending. In each of the last four years,
it’s extended more than $19 billion in new small business loans.
It’s a market not without its pressures. After the recession, the largest U.S. banks, Chase itself
included, halted most of their small business lending, later creating the opportunity for online lenders to
enter the market — like Bond Street or OnDeck. Last year, JPMorgan began using OnDeck’s technology
for its Chase Business Quick Capital product, a short-term, quickly funded small business loan. It was one
of the first banks to embrace a partnership-type relationship with a fintech startup, at a time when the
industry narrative still focused on startups’ potential to displace banks.
“When we think about strategy and product we are very focused on customer experience. If there isn’t a
problem worth solving we shouldn’t be in that space. We really wanted to provide a simple and fast
experience for our customers to access capital when they needed it,” said Julie Kimmerling, head of Chase
Business Quick Capital and a senior manager on the business banking strategy and business development
team.
Tearsheet caught up with Kimmerling about small business lending in a digital age and the OnDeck
partnership. The following has been edited for length and clarity.
In your six years at Chase, how has small business lending changed?
There is a tremendous amount of data available on customers that is also becoming increasingly digitized
and simultaneously, theres a lot more computing power available. Our ability to use that data that’s
becoming more centralized has allowed us to think about how you envision credit in a different way. A lot
of that has occurred over the last 10 years or so.
Small business lending isn’t alone there.
Lending has benefited, payments has benefited — even more generally, banking services and wealth
management have benefited. Retail disruptors like Apple or Amazon have fundamentally changed the
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way people interact with digital experiences and tech. Consumers and small business owners have
basically been able to demand different outcomes from their banks and lenders.
Did that help create the opportunity for lending startups?
All of that together was a perfect storm for a lot of online lenders. [Customers] were demanding changes
to the way they experienced banking, and we had to change with those trends. It makes a lot of sense
that Chase came into the online lending space — we even went a couple steps beyond what some of the
fintech’s have done. We have a simpler experience.
You began using OnDeck’s technology a little over a year ago. How’s it going?
We’re pleased with the simplified customer experience we can offer our customers with Chase Business
Quick Capital. Additionally, our experience with it has also given us tons of ideas of how we can leverage
our experience here to make more of our lending products even faster and even simpler. We took a
problem that was incredibly difficult with a tremendous amount of process associated with it —
universally across the industry it was a difficult customer experience — and we turned it into something
that was easy to use.
How fast and simple are we talking?
We’ve provided our small business customers with a process that enables them to access credit when
they need it. By using data from their existing relationship with us we’re able to pre-score them. When
they apply for the loan they click through six screens and can check out the loan. We can fund the proceeds
of the loan into their account the same business day. In the past it could take weeks if not over a month
for decisioning and we’ve taken that down to near real time decisioning. They don’t have to submit any
additional documentation.
Are those elevated consumer expectations starting to translate to your small business customers?
Every single small business owner is a consumer. Everything that affects the retail space is already a shared
demand for our small business owner. In lending, we think of ourselves as being near the forefront. With
Chase for Business, we’re trying to pioneer the easiest banking experience across multiple areas.
The legacy-startup dynamic has changed in the last three years. OnDeck aside, do you feel Chase competes
with the startups?
“Us versus them” is not the perspective JPMorgan Chase takes. In some cases, we’ll still determine we’re
best positioned to develop the technology ourselves. It’s no secret how much we spend on tech.
How about one of the other technology or retail disruptors?
The narrative is about where it makes business sense. We will absolutely think about being partners and
working together instead of always having this narrative of “us versus them.” We always evaluate our
path forward based on the use case and determine if we should buy, build or partner.
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First Data's pending acquisition of CareConnect receives antitrust
approval
https://www.capitaliq.com/ciqdotnet/News/Article.aspx?newsitemid=219644553
6/21/2017
A pending merger between First Data Corp. and CareConnect Corp. has received antitrust approval,
according to a regulatory filing.
The approval came several weeks after First Data agreed to acquire all the outstanding common shares
of CareConnect for $15 per share in cash. The waiting period applicable to the offer under the Hart-ScottRodino Antitrust Improvements Act was terminated June 20, satisfying the antitrust conditions of the
offer. The aggregate transaction value of the acquisition is about $750 million, including repayment of
CardConnect's outstanding debt and the redemption of the company's preferred stock.
CardConnect is also facing two class-action lawsuits about the pending transaction. Both complaints filed
in U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania allege that CardConnect and individual
members of its board violated provisions of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 by filing a Schedule 14D9 recommendation statement with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission that contained
materially incomplete, misleading statements and/or omitted material information.
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Mastercard launches competition for African financial inclusion
http://www.bankingtech.com/880811/mastercard-launches-competition-for-african-financialinclusion/?utm_source=rss&utm_medium=rss&utm_campaign=mastercard-launches-competition-forafrican-financial-inclusion
6/21/2017
The Mastercard Foundation Fund for Rural Prosperity (FRP) has launched a new competition to find
financial products and services that improve the lives of poor people in rural areas of Africa.
The 2017 competition will follow a rolling format and will be open throughout the year with applications
submitted and evaluated periodically. The first submission period will close for judging on 10 August 2017.
Mastercard says unsuccessful applicants will be able to refine and resubmit their applications
subsequently, along with new entrants in the competition.
Ann Miles, director of financial inclusion at the Mastercard Foundation, says its fund has “already met its
initial objective of improving the lives of one million smallholder farmers and poor people in rural Africa”.
FRP will accept applications for solutions that expand and deepen financial inclusion. It will also support
selected solutions that have already been successfully implemented and are being scaled to a new sector,
a new geographic area, or for a new use.
Applications can be from any financial services provider in any country in the world providing the solution
proposed is implemented in specific countries of Africa.
These nations are Burundi, Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, Djibouti, Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC), Ethiopia, the Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mozambique,
Niger, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda and Zambia.
Since its launch in 2015, the fund has held four competitions – and 19 projects across Sub-Saharan Africa
have been provided with $23.8 million from the fund.
The 2017 competition launch coincides with the announcement of the 2016 innovation competition
winners.
Three projects have been awarded support and a total of $3 million was committed to these firms – coffee
exporter Ibero Uganda, credit scoring platform First Access and Letshego Financial Services in
Mozambique.
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Transitioning to Institutional Capital in Online Real Estate Lending
http://www.lendit.com/usa/2017/videos/transitioning-to-institutional-capital-in-real-estate
6/21/2017
There are a few real estate platforms that are very active with institutional investors; in this panel we hear
from Colony American Finance who is a direct originator as well as a funding partner to real estate
platforms; platforms LendInvest, a leader in the UK, and LendingHome, which leads the US in
crowdfunding originations, provide their perspective on bringing on institutional capital; Colony American
Finance to date has originated $2 billion in loans and has provided hundreds of millions to platforms;
LendingHome shares that their platform is 50% institutional investors, 25% retail with the other 25%
remaining on balance sheet to be financed through securitization; panelists share why these assets are
appealing to institutional investors, the types of institutional investors they have participating and how
bringing on institutions has positioned them better in the market.
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FinTech Marketplace Firm Validus Helps Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs)
Scale Using Visa's Virtual Card Solutions in Singapore
https://www.capitaliq.com/ciqdotnet/News/Article.aspx?newsitemid=219638134
6/21/2017
Global payments technology company, Visa has partnered with Validus, a leading FinTech platform, to
provide Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) with virtual card solutions to help scale their businesses.
The partnership seeks to unlock capital for SMEs to reinvest in their products and services. In Singapore,
this is the first of its kind collaboration between a FinTech marketplace, a global bank and a leading
payments company. The solution has been adopted by GroXers Inc Pte Ltd, a leading F&B distributor in
Singapore.
Through this partnership, Validus works with Visa to facilitate immediate cash flow to SMEs, who have
unpaid invoices in their payment cycles. By clearing invoices for SMEs using a Visa virtual commercial card,
Validus helps SMEs expand faster and have a faster turnover for their products and services. The food &
beverage (F&B) businesses, must deal with many buyers ranging from multinational corporations (MNCs)
to smaller retail outlets. This large volume of invoices presents a unique problem for banks, which may be
reluctant to discount invoices payable by SME customers. Validus mitigates this risk for the suppliers.
COO Nikhilesh Goel highlighted, "Validus is adept at assessing SME credit because of our sophisticated
risk algorithm, and extensive SME lending experience. We strongly believe that our combined solution
with Visa outscores traditional factoring solutions. This is primarily because of its bespoke nature, 100 per
cent buyer coverage, and strong technology support. This solution matches the appetite of accredited
lenders and institutional investors, which forms our savvy investor base at Validus. Currently, we are
collaborating with global banks to offer this solution regionally."
Validus also facilitates the tracking and management of invoice repayments via a sophisticated tech
solution as opposed to the traditional manual approach, which is time-consuming and prone to error. This
is enabled by Visa's commercial card solution and the fintech solution that Validus provides. This
programme is part of Visa's ongoing efforts to support SMEs in Singapore and across the world.
According to Vikram Kshettry, Head for B2B Partnerships and Small Business Asia Pacific at Visa, "Small
businesses often face challenges such as access to capital to fund their business growth and this makes
them vulnerable. Similarly, suppliers for these businesses may be challenged to provide adequate credit,
as they do not have the skills to underwrite higher credit lines. It is essential that businesses can access
credit from specialist lenders to invest in their businesses, and for suppliers to be paid on time. The
presence of such lenders, who can respond faster to business needs, is key to Singapore's continued SME
growth."
GroXers Inc, a leading enterprise run by well-known Singaporean entrepreneur, Nichol Ng, stated that the
solution has freed up their cash flows considerably.
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"We have been looking for a solution that bridges the gap between our cash flow and account receivables
and this is our biggest untapped asset. It is interesting to see how this solution has enabled us to receive
our money faster and more seamlessly. At GroXers Inc, 100 per cent of our receivables from B2B retailers
are now on credit card payment. We genuinely feel that in today's economy, we should free our time and
cash flow to focus on growing our business," said Nichol, who is also Managing Director of GroXers Inc's
sister companies FoodXervices Inc Pte Ltd, PlotX Inc Pte Ltd, LogiXtics Inc Pte Ltd, and X Properties Inc Pte.
According to her, FoodXervices Inc is also considering using the same solution.
Validus and Visa will look to increase their commitment to supporting SMEs in Singapore across a range
of industries. This includes businesses that specialize in the distribution sector (e.g. Food & Beverages,
FMCGs, consumer durables), services industries (e.g. construction, Information Technology, real estate,
property management), and manufacturing (supply of goods from SMEs to large corporates).
About Visa
Visa Inc. (NYSE: V) is a global payments technology company that connects consumers, businesses,
financial institutions, and governments in more than 200 countries and territories to fast, secure and
reliable electronic payments. We operate one of the world's most advanced processing networks -VisaNet -- that is capable of handling more than 65,000 transaction messages a second, with fraud
protection for consumers and assured payment for merchants. Visa is not a bank and does not issue cards,
extend credit, or set rates and fees for consumers. Visa's innovations; however, enable its financial
institution customers to offer consumers more choices: pay now with debit, pay ahead of time with
prepaid or pay later with credit products. For more information, visit www.visa.com.sg
About GroXers Inc Pte Ltd
GroXers Inc Pte Ltd (www.groXers.com) was established in May 2008 to fill a niche in the retail distribution
market by providing personalised and professional service to discerning consumers. Its ambition is to
become the provider of good brand names and food products in the retail sector. Beyond selling products,
the company is about building brands and creative marketing. Driven by its vision to be a premier retail
distributor, GroXers Inc is establishing a strong network of partners for its basket of good brands and
products that its hopes will become household names that consumers can trust. In 2013, it launched
GroXers.com (www.groXers.com), an online grocery website with more than 2,000 products.
About VALIDUS
Validus Capital Pte Ltd, founded in 2015, is an online invoice discounting marketplace focused on bridging
cash flows to growing SMEs in Singapore. Till date Validus has facilitated disbursals of over SGD 21m.
Validus has built an experienced management team led by a CEO with over 30 years of SME banking
experience across Citibank, Fullerton (Bank Danamon) and DBS. Validus has a triple layer risk algorithm
built in partnership with the Credit Research Initiative (CRI) team of NUS-RMI using forward-looking
Probability Default (PD) as a building block. It is also the only platform in Singapore to have an Insurance
cover from EQ Insurance, for lenders on the platform (up to 90% capital protection for lenders
participating in invoice financing deals). With institutional participation on the platform from accredited
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investors, leading family offices and hedge funds, Validus offers the investors opportunities to participate
in the growth of Singaporean SMEs.
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TCS - Retail Banking Study Highlights Digital Disruption
6/21/2017
Retail banking has long been a tech-intensive industry.
However, a new study from the Clayton Christensen Institute for Disruptive Innovation, in collaboration
with Tata Consultancy Services (BSE: 532540, NSE: TCS), examines the competitive impact of recent
digitized banking products and services, and how 'FinTech' providers - having few similarities to traditional
banks - are attacking virtually every product category in banking.
The four-part series is titled, 'Banking on Disruption,' written by Subhajit Das and Aroop Gupta, Visiting
Research Fellows at the Christensen Institute from TCS. They use the theory of Disruptive Innovation - the
process by which new entrants use technology and innovative business models to provide less expensive,
simpler and more accessible services - to assess the impact of FinTech on three retail banking segments:
payments, wealth management and lending.
The study shows that in each product category, new entrants pose a competitive threat to banks, but the
conditions are not always ripe for disruption. Instead, many FinTech innovations are being launched to
sustain or improve existing products, making them attractive for both new entrants and existing banks.
Therefore, if incumbent banks are incentivized to adopt these solutions, rather than ignore them,
disruption could be less of a factor. But this does not mean disruption is impossible, particularly if FinTech
entrants are able to scale up from a foothold in an underserved market.
'Whether FinTech entrants or incumbent banks, individual organizations must make a careful assessment
of the disruptive and sustaining potential of innovations in their respective industry,' said Subhajit Das,
co-author of the reports. 'Doing this will enable them to stay ahead of their immediate competition and
thrive in this period of change.'
'The consumer lending space is where we see the most significant threat today, with the current wave of
innovation and new entrant competition having the most impact on consumers,' added Aroop Gupta.
The full study can be found at www.christenseninstitute.org/publications/retail_banking.
The Clayton Christensen Institute for Disruptive Innovation (www.christenseninstitute.org) is a nonprofit,
nonpartisan research organization dedicated to improving the world through disruptive innovation.
Founded on the theories of Harvard professor Clayton M. Christensen, the Institute offers a unique
framework for addressing complex social issues like education, healthcare, and economic growth.
About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that delivers
real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match. TCS offers a
consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT, BPS, infrastructure, engineering and assurance services. This is
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delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery Model, recognized as the benchmark of excellence
in software development. A part of the Tata group, India's largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has over
387,000 of the world's best-trained consultants in 45 countries. The company generated consolidated
revenues of US $17.58 billion for year ended March 31, 2017 and is listed on the BSE (formerly Bombay
Stock Exchange) and the NSE (National Stock Exchange) in India. For more information, visit us at
www.tcs.com
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SoFi Files Papers for Marketplace Loan Securitization
http://www.lendit.com/news/2017/06/21/sofi-files-papers-marketplace-loan-securitization/
6/21/2017
SoFi has filed forms with the Securities and Exchange Commission for a loan securitization portfolio of
private consumer loans with the issuer cited as the SoFi Consumer Loan Program LLC 2017-4 (SCLP 20174); according to Finsight, the securitization deal is SoFi’s seventh transaction this year;
PricewaterhouseCoopers is the lead auditor on the deal and other associated parties include Deutsche
Bank Securities, Citigroup Global Markets Inc., Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC, Goldman Sachs & Co.
and J.P. Morgan Securities LLC.
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Former Goldman Sachs CTO Joins the Board of The Fintech Company
That's Open-Sourcing Banks
https://www.capitaliq.com/ciqdotnet/News/Article.aspx?newsitemid=219639216
6/21/2017
Paul Walker, the former Goldman Sachs Group Inc (NYSE: GS) CTO famous for the rise of tech-driven
traders within the firm, has joined the board of Open Fin.
Open Fin is a fintech startup that’s developing a runtime environment that allows banks to quickly deploy
new apps that work with each other in a single layer.
“[With Open Fin,] I realized there was an opportunity for me to take a lot of the things I’m passionate
about—open source, fintech, communities that allow people to work together—and help create a true
open standard for how we can think about delivering apps in financial services,” Walker said in an
interview with Benzinga.
Open Fin CEO Mazy Dar likens the company’s technology to an “Android for capital markets.” Open Fin
creates desktop layers that allow traders to bring all the different applications they might be using into a
single space, and allows disparate technologies to interact in a medium in which they previously hadn’t.
“For somebody with Paul’s background and impact on our industry to be joining our board is a big thrill,”
Dar said in an interview with Benzinga. “His understanding of financial services, technology expertise, and
thoughtfulness about where the industry needs to go and how Open Fin can play a part in that is truly
exciting.”
Open Fin recently launched an open-source project called Hadouken that will allow developers across the
world to work in its operating layer. The company lists JPMorgan Chase & Co. (NYSE: JPM) and Citadel
among its clients.
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Banks Going Digital – Transforming Branches, Apps and a Focus on
Customer Experience
http://www.lendacademy.com/banks-going-digital/
6/22/2017
In Austin, last week American Banker hosted their annual Digital Banking Conference where banks of all
sizes gathered to discuss the innovation in banking today. There were a few main themes that came out
of the event; banks are focused on transforming the customer experience, mobile first approaches are
prevalent and technology solutions like AI and cyber security are becoming must haves within the bank.
The big banks have all started to understand that the traditional way of banking is a thing of the past.
Keynote speaker Yolande Piazza, CEO, Citi Fintech talked about disrupting from within, changing how they
operate to enable the customer and move to a mobile first approach. She explained how this approach is
radical for a bank and the layers of compliance did not make the transition smooth. They have completely
rethought how they hire, 50 percent of their fintech talent is from outside the company. They have looked
towards fintech and technology companies to fill their pool, while the banking talent comes from within.
Consumer oriented experiences really drove a lot of the conversations at the event, banks and the vendors
were all talking about how to best utilize the consumer’s time when they engage. Mobile apps seem to
have become a bit of a competition among the banks, though some would describe it more as a
competition of experience and not necessarily as a competition between different banks. No longer are
banks looking to drive where the customers should go, they are looking for the customers to drive what
they want in the experience.
Consumer experience is not limited to the digital channel; banks and companies like Samsung are also
focused on changing the way people interact within the branch. In speaking to Reginald Jones, Director of
Sales for Regulated Industries, he talked about how the consumer electronics giant is working with banks
to help change the way people think and interact with their local branches.
Samsung loves the retail banking space according to Jones, they are working to occupy space within the
bank and helping these clients to make the branch a technology driven experience. Samsung has an array
of technology to help those walking into the bank feel like their interaction is personalized and efficient.
While working with banks can sometimes be like a game of Jenga, Jones joked, with the various levels of
regulation and compliance, they see a unique opportunity in the market.
Banks are also showing a growing appetite for technologies like artificial intelligence, machine learning,
biometrics, chat bots and more. There were many companies in attendance offering solutions in these
technologies, telling me they see themselves as a solution to enhance work at the bank, not as a
replacement for workers at the bank. Data sources are growing each year and having technology help to
organize and sort this data for different uses is allowing the banks to focus more on the customer’s needs.
Other interesting areas to note while at the event were Bio Catch’s innovations in cyber security with
keystroke and mouse analysis along with behavioral biometrics. New payments provider Zelle launched
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with 40 partners, including 34 top level banks, to allow consumers to send and receive money in minutes.
Banks are starting to become innovation hubs and fintech companies, once seen as competitors in the
past, are helping the banks make this transformation.
Overall, the mood at the conference was one of optimism. Banks know they have a limited window in
which to transform their business or risk losing customers in droves but they are making headway. Leading
fintech companies like SoFi, Lending Club and OnDeck provide a template for a better customer
experience and banks are taking notice. The future of banking is digital, that is something everyone agreed
on, it is now about changing banks internal culture to reflect that and executing on their plans.
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Verifone Launches Two PCI 5.0 Certified Payment Solutions to Offer
Portability and Mobility for On-the-Go Businesses, Line-Busting, and Payat-the-Table Service
https://www.capitaliq.com/ciqdotnet/News/Article.aspx?newsitemid=219690901
6/22/2017
Verifone
(NYSE: PAY), a world leader in payments and commerce solutions, launches its newest portable and
mobile point-of-sale (mPOS) products that harness the power of the fully-integrated, Linux-based
Verifone Engage platform in the palm of the hand.
The Portable: Verifone V240m (Photo: Business
Wire)
Designed for the 21st century merchant in fast-paced
environments, both devices are commerce-enabled
and certified with the highest level of global security,
PCI 5.0. This important certification, granted by the
PCI
Security Standards Council, ensures strong device
protection for cardholder payment data and ensures
the
strongest
possible
protection
in
a multi-layered security approach.
The portable Verifone 420 M Cost-effective and
durable for businesses on-the-go, the V240m is a
high-powered yet compact payment solution for
line-busting, curbside service, and pay-at-the-table.
It
is
a
convenient
and
easy-to-use
portable with large 3.5” capacitive touchscreen,
digital signature capabilities, and stunning HVGA
resolution for new commerce opportunities. With
multiple connectivity options and ample memory to
support rich multimedia apps, the device is equipped with an integrated, high-speed printer for quick
receipts.
The mpos standalone Verifone e285 As the first mPOS product built on the Engage platform, the e285
offers true mobility by untethering businesses from smart device pairings and the checkout counter to
accept payments anywhere consumers are. Whether in the aisle, a food truck, at a festival or even a
personal residence, it offers up to 12 hours of battery life as a powerful standalone POS that uses
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Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and optional 3G or GPRS radio for wireless convenience. The e285 is highly customizable,
accepts all forms of payment, and features a large 2.8” color touchscreen capable of
signature capture.
“Payment solutions are coming to market to meet the urgent challenges merchants face to serve their
customers with personalized and on-the-spot experiences while growing their business,” said Thad
Peterson, Senior Analyst, Aite Group. “Mobile and portable devices are finally impacting the mainstream
retailer as they see the benefits of leaving the traditional checkout counter to engage consumers whether
they are inside or outside of the store, or any other physical location.”
“Retail is evolving and while consumers continue to make most of their purchases in traditional brick and
mortar stores, they are drawn to in-store shopping experiences that are personalized and sharable
without spending an eternity in the queue,” said Julie Johnson, SVP of Verifone Systems. “We want to
help our merchants meet customers at the ‘point of decision’ wherever that may be, and not just at the
traditional ‘point of purchase.’ Key stakeholders in payments must rethink the checkout to meet
consumers where they want to be met and better retain the sale.”
As part of the Engage platform, these devices allow merchants to access Verifone’s App Marketplace,
where merchants can review, purchase and install commerce apps to upgrade functionalities. Third-party
apps can be used to customize and personalize the checkout experience ranging from loyalty programs to
points redemption to charity donations and much more.

About Verifone
Verifone is transforming everyday transactions into opportunities for connected commerce. We’re
connecting payment devices to the cloud—merging the online and in-store shopping experience and
creating the next generation of digital engagement between merchants and consumers. We are built on
a 35-year history of uncompromised security with approximately 30 million devices and terminals
deployed worldwide. Our people are trusted experts that work with our clients and partners,
helping to solve their most complex payments challenges. We have clients and partners in more than 150
countries, including the world’s best-known retail brands, financial institutions and payment providers.
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